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OPEN SOURCE INFORMATION 
Ring of Fire 

  
Date Details/source 

24 Feb 12 "Many people at a mining information session Thursday night wanted to know how local communities will benefit from the roads 
planned for the Ring of Fire.  More than 150 people came out to a Noront Resources open house in Thunder Bay.  They had 
questions about jobs and the environmental impact of the Eagle's Nest project, but many also wanted to know more about the 
proposed new road to get to the mine.  Local Noront investor Don Paglaro said the road shouldn't be just the company's 
responsibility.  "I think the government should not only put in some funding, but should maybe decide on a good route … one that 
benefits northwestern Ontario, which is Thunder Bay,” he said.  Paglaro said he is excited about the Eagle's Nest project, but he 
said he wants to make sure the road built to reach the mine also benefits isolated First Nations.  "Not necessarily the closest or 
the cheapest way in, but one that is gonna perhaps connect to all the reserves and communities up there,” Paglaro said.  
Currently, Noront plans an east-west route between Pickle Lake and Webequie.  Cliffs Natural Resources is planning a road 
extension north of Nakina for its Black Thor mining property.  Yan Yan, who works for a First Nations organization, wondered if 
the two mining companies could join forces when it comes to building roads.  "If we have the regional plan ... I think that is more 
cost-effective,” she said.  A regional infrastructure plan is exactly what Thunder Bay-Superior North MP Bruce Hyer wants to see.  
The NDP MP said it's up to government — not individual companies — to plan transportation.  "In the past we have always 
allowed the forest companies to decide where our road network was gonna go,” he said.  Hyer added the provincial government 
needs to step in and help co-ordinate Noront and Cliffs' road proposals for the Ring of Fire."  http://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/thunder-
bay/story/2012/02/24/tby

http://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/thunder-
-noront-open-house.html 

 "Optimism took center stage at a public meeting Thursday night for one of the major players in the Ring of Fire.  Noront 
Resources provided details on its Eagle's Nest project to a packed house.  Company officials said they believe their plans could 
create as many as 2,000 direct and indirect jobs for this region.  Many of the questions from the floor centred around the 
infrastructure needs of the company, employment and Noront's relationship with Cliff's Natural Resources.  Environmental 
concerns were also raised by some, but many showed excitement about the possible economic boost to the region.  Noront 
recently initiated an Environmental Assessment to develop and operate the Eagle's Nest mine, using a new transportation route 
from Pickle Lake.  A feasibility study on the deposit, which contains copper, nickel and chromite, is also underway.  The company 
would like to begin construction next year."  http://www.tbnewswatch.com/news/191636/Noront-public-meeting-met-with-Ring-of-
Fire

http://www.tbnewswatch.com/news/191636/Noront-public-meeting-met-with-Ring-of-
-optimism  

 "@NorontResources  Why the Future of Mining Depends on Social Change | ow.ly/9hpzs | #CSR #mining @Forbes"  
http://twitter.com/#!/NorontResources/statuses/173182542621589505 http://twitter.com/#!/NorontResources/statuses/173182542621589505  

 "@NorontResources  Noront public meeting met with Ring of Fire optimism | ow.ly/9hn9W | @tbNewswatch #mining 
#ring_of_fire"  http://twitter.com/#!/NorontResources/statuses/173171528190533633 http://twitter.com/#!/NorontResources/statuses/173171528190533633  

 "@NorontResources  Public wants mining road to connect First Nations | ow.ly/9hnoi | @CBCTBay #mining #ring_of_fire"  
http://twitter.com/#!/NorontResources/statuses/173172467857227778 http://twitter.com/#!/NorontResources/statuses/173172467857227778  

http://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/thunder-
http://www.tbnewswatch.com/news/191636/Noront-public-meeting-met-with-Ring-of-
http://twitter.com/#!/NorontResources/statuses/173182542621589505
http://twitter.com/#!/NorontResources/statuses/173171528190533633
http://twitter.com/#!/NorontResources/statuses/173172467857227778
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 "@NorontResources  Noront Happy With Response | ow.ly/9hnEV | #mining #ring_of_fire"  
http://twitter.com/#!/NorontResources/statuses/173173460481212417 http://twitter.com/#!/NorontResources/statuses/173173460481212417  

 "@brucehyer @ Noront #RingofFire mtg last night. Let's work together so its a productive, sustainable project - socially & 
environmentally #ndp #cdnpoli"  http://twitter.com/#!/NorontResources/statuses/173173998937587713 http://twitter.com/#!/NorontResources/statuses/173173998937587713  

23 Feb 12 "The federal Liberal critic for Aboriginal Affairs is cautioning that communities in northern Ontario could see environmental and 
health effects like those seen in Alberta’s oilsands region, if regional planning and environmental assessments for the Ring of Fire 
are not done properly.  Dr. Carolyn Bennett was in Thunder Bay on Feb. 20 to meet with Matawa First Nations, in advance of 
April’s northern Ontario prospectors’ conference in Kirkland Lake.  Following her meeting with Matawa, Bennett said the current 
approach of doing individual environmental assessments for each Ring of Fire project is flawed.  “It could be done in a much more 
coherent way,” Bennett said. “We should not be making the mistake of the oilsands, where everything is done in a very piecemeal 
way.” .... Cliffs Resources’ proposed chromite mine and Noront Resources’ Eagles Nest project are both undergoing separate 
environmental assessment processes.  Matawa First Nations filed a judicial review of the Cliffs environmental assessment in 
November 2011, calling on the courts to implement a Joint Review Panel assessment instead of the “comprehensive study” that is 
underway.  A decision in the case may take up to 18 months.  Matawa has encouraged the federal government to act before the 
court decides. In November Matawa’s lawyer in the case, Judith Rae, told Wawatay News that the federal environment minister 
can step in at any time and order a Joint Review Panel of the project.  “The hope is that we start the right process as soon as 
possible,” Rae said. “Let’s not waste all this time and money.”  Meanwhile Bennett, who took only the role of Aboriginal Affairs 
critic after the 2011 election, also highlighted what she called the federal government’s disjointed approach to its responsibility in 
the Ring of Fire. She said that Environment Canada and Health Canada are not included on the federal Ring of Fire coordinating 
committee, something that needs to be remedied for the government to adequately plan a regional approach to development.  
Bennett noted that establishing effective monitoring regimes will also be crucial for northern Ontario to avoid some of the pitfalls 
that Alberta’s oilsands have seen.  “Monitoring cannot be an afterthought,” she said. “You put those types of things in up front, 
and the communities have to be involved in that.” .... "  http://www.wawataynews.ca/archive/all/2012/2/23/regional-plan-needed-
ring

http://www.wawataynews.ca/archive/all/2012/2/23/regional-plan-needed-
-fire-liberal-critic_22450 

22 Feb 12 "Everywhere in Canada, the news is about natural resources: forestry and mines in British Columbia; oil and coal in Alberta; 
potash in Saskatchewan; hydro in Manitoba; the “ring of fire” minerals in Ontario; hydro and Old Harry oil and shale gas in 
Quebec; offshore oil and hydro in Newfoundland.  Canadians are so damn lucky. We just dig and pump and cut and ship, and we 
never seem to run out. We just hope commodities prices remain high.  All those resources can be a fool’s game. Pumping and 
digging and cutting can keep the country comfortable, but they do little to address the country’s biggest challenge – a sagging 
competitive position. All those natural resources soak up capital; they usually don’t require much innovation or processing .... 
"Everywhere in Canada, the news is about natural resources: forestry and mines in British Columbia; oil and coal in Alberta; 
potash in Saskatchewan; hydro in Manitoba; the “ring of fire” minerals in Ontario; hydro and Old Harry oil and shale gas in 
Quebec; offshore oil and hydro in Newfoundland.  Some of this reversal undoubtedly relates to domestic policies; some relates to 
who the immigrants are, where they come from, what they don’t know when they arrive, and what languages they do not speak. 
The government is right to try to change criteria for admission to make immigration work better for Canada. (It is also right to 
change the refugee-determination system to fast-track out of Canada those coming from a list of democratic countries.)  The 
Prime Minister’s recent trip to China symbolically pointed to another reality: the fast-developing countries of that region. It took him 

http://twitter.com/#!/NorontResources/statuses/173173460481212417
http://twitter.com/#!/NorontResources/statuses/173173998937587713
http://www.wawataynews.ca/archive/all/2012/2/23/regional-plan-needed-
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a long time to wake up, and Canada has a huge catch-up job in the Asia-Pacific region.  Governments, in fairness, can only do so 
much. Business has to do the rest. It’s been estimated that only 4 per cent of small- and medium-sized businesses export to 
developing markets. Sadly, Canada lacks a free-trade agreement with any of them in Asia. Canada isn’t of much interest to Brazil, 
and hasn’t pursued actively such countries as Turkey and Indonesia.  The old model of exploiting natural resources and shipping 
most of them (and everything else) to the United States will certainly keep Canada comfortable. But increasingly it won’t make 
Canada more productive at a time when the population is aging and immigration isn’t working. Without better productivity, forget 
real income growth. Without it, a comfortable stagnation."  https://www.theglobeandmail.com/news/opinions/jeffrey-
simpson/exploiting

https://www.theglobeandmail.com/news/opinions/jeffrey-
-canadas-resources-can-be-a-fools-game/article2345076/ 

 "Northeastern Ontario’s municipal leaders, our elected voices across the North, are worried that their voices are falling on deaf 
ears at the higher levels of government.  The problem is so bad that Northern leaders are discussing whether to pool their money 
to hire professional lobbyists to speak out on behalf of the North at Queen’s Park.  The issue was debated at length this past 
week when the Northeastern Ontario Municipal Association (NEOMA) held its Winter-Spring meeting at the McIntyre auditorium 
.... (NEOMA chair, and Timmins mayor, Tom Laughren) added that the North also to do more lobbying on the issue of hydro-
electric energy rates, since it relates directly to the issue of whether the principals involved in the Ring of Fire mining development 
will be likely to build a ferro-chrome smelter in Ontario.   Laughren also told the NEOMA meeting that he spoke with the Ontario 
Northland Transportation Commission in December and expressed his wish that Ontario Northland needs to become involved in 
the Ring of Fire ...."  http://www.timminstimes.com/ArticleDisplay.aspx?e=3479973 http://www.timminstimes.com/ArticleDisplay.aspx?e=3479973

 "The Ring of Fire will be top of mind for local delegates heading to the Ontario Good Roads Association Conference in Toronto 
next week.  “The projects that are up there are going to make this province rich,” said Mayor Keith Hobbs.  The economic impact 
on Sudbury for value-added services in the mining sector is $5 billion. In Thunder Bay, it’s around $450 million, which the mayor 
says is a good start, but is just that – a start.  “There’s more businesses coming in all the time; more junior exploration companies 
are setting up shop in Thunder Bay. We have to make sure it happens on a large scale,” he said.  Hobbs will be joined at the 
conference by Councillors Joe Virdiramo, Iain Angus, Brian McKinnon, Aldo Ruberto and Ken Boshcoff as well as city manager 
Tim Commisso and Fort William First Nation’s economic development officer Ed Collins.  The committee will be presenting to 
seven different provincial ministers at the conference, but with a heavy focus on the Ring of Fire.  The mayor said infrastructure 
and energy are two key pieces. They want to see the east-west corridor built from Webequie to Pickle Lake and a north-south 
road built from the Ring of Fire mine site to Nakina.  “We’re still in the hunt for the ferrochrome processor for Cliff’s (Natural 
Resources), but we recognize there is a lot more to the Ring of Fire than just that one Cliff’s project,” said Hobbs. “Noront 
Resources have indicated they like Thunder Bay as a possible site for a processor as well. There is enough riches in the Ring of 
Fire so that everyone can benefit, including First Nations.”  The delegates will be speaking with Minister of Energy Chris Bentley 
about bringing power to the mine sites and the First Nations.  Hobbs said there is enough power between Wawa and the 
Manitoba border to light up the entire north and get rid of diesel generation once and for all.  “It’s vital that energy piece is 
addressed,” he said ....  "  http://www.tbnewswatch.com/news/191215/Ring-of-Fire-Road http://www.tbnewswatch.com/news/191215/Ring-of-Fire-Road

 "Nipissing MPP Vic Fedeli is leading a one-day sales mission to the Ring of Fire base camp March 9.  “Last fall, I pledged to lead 
a group of regional mining firms to see the potential of this once-in-a-century opportunity. Today, I’m making good on that 
promise,” Fedeli said.  The Ring of Fire is about 530 kilometres northeast of Thunder Bay and is the site of a cluster of world 
class, multi-generational chromite deposits. Chromite is processed into ferrochrome which is used in the making of stainless steel.  

https://www.theglobeandmail.com/news/opinions/jeffrey-
http://www.timminstimes.com/ArticleDisplay.aspx?e=3479973
http://www.tbnewswatch.com/news/191215/Ring-of-Fire-Road
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Ohio-based Cliffs Natural Resources is the leading mining player in the region with its flagship Black Thor deposit.  The total cost 
of the trip will be divided among the tour’s private-sector participants. Fedeli’s decision to organize such a trip came after his own 
visit there last summer convinced him there were tremendous opportunities for the local mining supply industry, which boasts 70 
companies.  “When I flew over for the first time, I immediately recognized the blue and white-striped tents from Canadian Can-
Tex, located in Rutherglen,” Fedeli said. “I also saw stacks of drill rods – the same types that are manufactured by firms in North 
Bay and in Powassan,” he said.. “I knew immediately there was potential here that Nipissing companies have to take advantage 
of.” "  http://www.northernontariobusiness.com/Around-the-North/120220/Ring-of-Fire-sales-mission-set-for-March-9.aspx http://www.northernontariobusiness.com/Around-the-North/120220/Ring-of-Fire-sales-mission-set-for-March-9.aspx

 "@NorontResources Noront Resources Open House Thursday | ow.ly/9eB52 | #thunderbay #northernontario #mining"  
https://twitter.com/#!/NorontResources/statuses/172524582023073794 https://twitter.com/#!/NorontResources/statuses/172524582023073794
 
"@NorontResources  JOIN us today in #Ignace for an Open House between 3-7pm #NorthernOntario #Mining 
pic.twitter.com/eSGlQW1Z"  http://twitter.com/#!/NorontResources/status/172411417025191936 http://twitter.com/#!/NorontResources/status/172411417025191936

 "Mining Watch Canada says Ontario should tax mining companies at a higher rate.  The environmental watchdog group wants the 
provincial government to follow a recommendation in the Drummond report and eliminate a tax break for mining companies, 
which reduces taxes to about 8 per cent of mining companies' profits.  Ramsey Hart, who speaks for Mining Watch, said that's the 
lowest mining tax rate in Canada.  “Those mineral resources do belong to the people of Ontario, so we're losing an opportunity to 
generate income that could help us address our deficit issues and support social programs,” Hart said.  The Drummond report 
also recommends a review of the mining tax system — something that Hart said is needed before the Ring of Fire, located in the 
James Bay lowlands, goes into production .... Hart noted that Saskatchewan's booming mining industry retains nine per cent of 
the value of mineral production in that province. In Ontario that rate is less than 1.5 per cent.  “From Mining Watch’s analysis, it's 
pretty clear that we're … at the bottom in Canada, in terms of recouping wealth from mining in this province, as far as royalties or 
mining taxes go.”  But the president of the Ontario Mining Association (OMA) disagrees. Chris Hodgson said eliminating tax 
breaks for mining companies in Ontario will scare away investors. He said mining companies already pay their share by building 
roads and hydro lines in the province .... “So, is the Ontario government talking about levelling the playing field — like Quebec 
and Manitoba where they build all the infrastructure above the 49th parallel — or are they talking about 'you pay all the same tax 
and you add the infrastructure',” Hodgson asked .... "  http://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/thunder-bay/story/2012/02/22/tby-mining-
drummond

http://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/thunder-bay/story/2012/02/22/tby-mining-
-recommendations.html 

21 Feb 12 "CBC News has learned two federal agencies want a more thorough review of the environmental impacts of chromium mining in 
the Ring of Fire.  Documents obtained by CBC News under access to information show the Canadian Environmental Assessment 
Agency (CEAA) was seeking advice earlier this year from other government departments.  It wanted to know how much scrutiny it 
should give the proposed Cliffs chromite project, 540 kilometres north of Thunder Bay.  In a June 2011 letter, the Canadian 
Wildlife Service said the agency should "err on the side of caution due to the many uncertainties" associated with the project "and 
the potential for impacts to migratory birds, species at risk and wetlands."  Madeline Head, who is with the environmental 
stewardship branch of the Canadian Wildlife Service, recommended the CEAA put the Cliffs project to "a higher level of 
assessment and scrutiny ensuring rigorous assessment of the project effects ..." .... An Ontario manager with Environment 
Canada raised several concerns about the Cliffs project in his letter to CEAA last fall.  Rob Dobos said there isn't enough baseline 
information about hexalent chromium (a potentially deadly by-product of chromium mining) to determine whether there will be 

http://www.northernontariobusiness.com/Around-the-North/120220/Ring-of-Fire-sales-mission-set-for-March-9.aspx
https://twitter.com/#!/NorontResources/statuses/172524582023073794
http://twitter.com/#!/NorontResources/status/172411417025191936
http://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/thunder-bay/story/2012/02/22/tby-mining-
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adverse effects on water quality and wildlife.  He also said, if Cliffs decides to build its smelter on or near First Nations lands "the 
lack of applicable federal regulatory controls for these emissions would also be a concern."  Dobos recommended a regional 
environmental assessment process "that considers the interconnectivity and the cumulative impact of currently proposed and 
anticipated future developments within and connecting to the Ring of Fire."  He said another proposed project in the Ring of Fire 
by Noront Resources should be included in the regional assessment.  But the CEAA has so far ignored the advice, as it continues 
with a paper-based comprehensive study of the Cliffs project launched in the fall ...."  http://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/thunder-
bay/story/2012/02/21/tby

http://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/thunder-
-chromium-enviro-assessments.html 

 'Nipissing MPP Vic Fedeli is making good on one of his key campaign promises by finalizing details for a local sales mission to 
the Ring of Fire mining find. “Last fall, I pledged to lead a group of regional mining firms to see the potential of this once-in-a-
century opportunity. Today, I’m making good on that promise.”  The one-day air excursion will take place on Friday, March 9. The 
total cost of the trip will be divided among the tour’s private sector participants.  Fedeli’s decision to organize such a trip came 
after his own visit there last summer convinced him there were tremendous opportunities for the local mining supply industry, 
which boasts 70 companies.  “When I flew over for the first time, I immediately recognized the blue and white-striped tents from 
Canadian Can-Tex, located in Rutherglen,” Fedeli said.  “I also saw stacks of drill rods – the same types that are manufactured by 
firms in North Bay and in Powassan,” added Fedeli. “I knew immediately there was potential here that Nipissing companies have 
to take advantage of.”  Fedeli says he’ll continue to press the McGuinty government to ensure this vital development begins 
production on schedule and no further delays occur."  http://netnewsledger.com/2012/02/21/fedeli-sees-tremendous-opportunity-
in

http://netnewsledger.com/2012/02/21/fedeli-sees-tremendous-opportunity-
-ring-of-fire/ 

 "@NorontResources  JOIN Noront's experts on Feb 23 in #ThunderBay at the Travelodge Airlane between 5-9pm for an Open 
House on our Eagle's Nest Project #mining"  http://twitter.com/#!/NorontResources/status/172079219201941504 http://twitter.com/#!/NorontResources/status/172079219201941504
 
"@NorontResources  TOMORROW at the #Ignace Silver Tops Senior Centre bring your questions between 3-7pm | #mining 
#NorthernOntario | ow.ly/9cOgz"  http://twitter.com/#!/NorontResources/status/172078018783756289 http://twitter.com/#!/NorontResources/status/172078018783756289

18 Feb 12 "First Nations should be included in Ring of Fire talks, Nickel Belt NDP MP Claude Gravelle said.  Gravelle, the NDP's natural 
resources critic, is involved in a study about mining and natural resources in Northern Canada. The committee is interviewing 
interested parties in the Ring of Fire for the report, which will focus on northern communities, the First Nations and mining 
companies in the North.  "The mining companies are certainly interested in developing the Ring of Fire and the First Nations are 
very interested in also being part of (it)," Gravelle said of the mineral rich area in Northern Ontario.  The Natural Resources 
Committee, which Gravelle vice chairs, spoke with mining companies and First Nations communities on Tuesday.  The discussion 
included the need for business partnerships and the environment side of developing the Ring of Fire project.  "(First Nation 
communities) aren't against the Ring of Fire ... They want to be at the negotiating table," he said.  "We're on First Nations land. It's 
their territory."  According to Gravelle, representatives of the Mattaw First Nations and Nishnawbwe Aski Nation said they were 
pro development, but reminded the committee that the Ring of Fire region has been "their homeland long before it became known 
as the Ring of Fire," according to a release.  The committee, which will start working on their report in the next month or so, heard 
from Sudbury city councillor Dave Kilgour about resource development and mining in the North ...."  
http://www.thesudburystar.com/ArticleDisplay.aspx?e=3476553 http://www.thesudburystar.com/ArticleDisplay.aspx?e=3476553  

17 Feb 12 "The head of a mining company looking to open up in the Ring of Fire says every direct mining job creates up to four indirect jobs.  

http://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/thunder-
http://netnewsledger.com/2012/02/21/fedeli-sees-tremendous-opportunity-
http://twitter.com/#!/NorontResources/status/172079219201941504
http://twitter.com/#!/NorontResources/status/172078018783756289
http://www.thesudburystar.com/ArticleDisplay.aspx?e=3476553
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That would mean 2,000 jobs just from one of Noront’s two proposed projects alone chief operating officer Paul Semple said.  The 
company is just wrapping up its feasibility study on its Eagle’s Nest nickel deposit, believed to be the second largest undeveloped 
deposit in the world, in the Ring of Fire.  It’s projected the mine will employ 400 people during its first 11-years of operation and 
1,000 during its $750 million construction phase.  And given that Noront has only explored 10 square kilometers of its 1,100 
square kilometer exploration claim, that’s only the beginning Semple said.  “We’re just at the tip of the iceberg here as far as 
mining potential,” Semple said in Thunder Bay Friday.  Like other companies hoping to tap into the ring of fire’s potential, Semple 
said the biggest obstacle is infrastructure.  The provincial and federal governments need to take a leadership role in getting roads 
and transmission lines to the ring of fire Semple said.  Noront wants to see a public-private partnership to get that infrastructure 
going but its ultimately up to government to make it happen.  “We don’t see that we should be owners of roads and power lines,” 
he said. “But we’ll be customers and we’ll pay our share.”  While some companies have suggested a north-south rail corridor 
through Nakina to the ring of fire, Noront wants an east-west route through Pickle Lake. That route would not only help the ring of 
fire but also the Northern communities around it Semple said.  “That’s one of the main drivers for our selection of the route,” he 
said.  The nickel would most likely be shipped to Sudbury because of that city’s existing capacity.  But the city processing 
Noront’s other big claim, chromite, is still being decided, Semple said.  The company is still in its first phase with its chromite 
project, but Semple said Thunder Bay would be one of the cities in the running for its processor. He added, however, that it's just 
too early to say where exactly such a facility might go."  http://www.tbnewswatch.com/news/190121/Ring-of-Fire-impact http://www.tbnewswatch.com/news/190121/Ring-of-Fire-impact

 ".... The Drummond Report also made specific recommendations in relation to development in the Ring of Fire area, and other 
areas of the province where mineral deposits are being extracted or are being targeted for extraction. The Drummond Report 
recommended that the provincial government should work with “Aboriginals, industry and the federal government” on such 
resource development opportunities as they represent significant socio-economic advantages for all parties. “The view of First 
Nations with respect to development on First Nations territories is clear --- development cannot occur without the free, prior and 
informed consent of the affected First Nation or First Nations. Additionally, First Nations must directly benefit from any and all 
development on their lands.   The fact of the matter is First Nations have Treaty and Aboriginal rights which are constitutionally 
protected and must be respected. If the inherent jurisdiction of a First Nation is not respected in dealings with government and/or 
industry, development will not proceed. First Nations have been clear and consistent in this regard,” said the Regional Chief ...."  
http://chiefs-of-ontario.org/News/Default.aspx?NewsID=265 http://chiefs-of-ontario.org/News/Default.aspx?NewsID=265

 "A group of eight Nishnawbe Aski Nation communities are working together to pursue affordable electricity for community 
members.  “This is a huge step forward we are taking as a collective to resolve the systemic problem of underfunding and fuel 
shortages that plague our communities every year,” said Wawakapewin Chief Joshua Frogg during a Feb. 8 press conference at 
the Victoria Inn in Thunder Bay. “We are thankful for the opportunity to show our First Nations are committed to working together 
to resolve these issues.”  Frogg signed a memorandum of understanding (MOU) along with representatives from Eabametoong, 
Muskrat Dam, Nibinamik, North Spirit Lake, Poplar Hill, Weenusk and Wunnumin Lake to work cooperatively to pursue long and 
short-term goals to provide affordable electricity in their communities. The eight communities are currently served by independent 
power authorities.  The MOU calls for a meeting with the federal government to resolve emergency diesel shortfall issues, explore 
alternative renewable energy options and negotiate bulk fuel purchasing agreements and other agreements to provide affordable 
electricity to the communities ...."  http://www.wawataynews.ca/archive/all/2012/2/17/communities-pursuing-affordable-
electricity_22436

http://www.wawataynews.ca/archive/all/2012/2/17/communities-pursuing-affordable-
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 "Nishnawbe Aski Nation is calling for all 49 communities to be connected to the Ontario power grid by 2018.  The NAN chiefs are 
looking for a northern electricity transmission system to be owned and operated by NAN regional utilities, with the planning, 
construction and eventual ownership of the system to be in the hands of First Nations.  “We have serious issues regarding 
sustainable and affordable electrical energy in our communities,” said Grand Chief Stan Beardy. “While we are making strides in 
planning for the future of generation and transmission, we must deal on a daily basis with our current needs and challenges. 2018 
is a reasonable timeline to complete the power grid expansion and connect all NAN communities to the transmission system.”  
Beardy said the transmission project will stimulate economic growth, provide for business opportunities and enable the 
development of renewable power generation within the communities ...."  
http://www.wawataynews.ca/archive/all/2012/2/17/hydro-grid-needed-across-northern-ontario_22435 http://www.wawataynews.ca/archive/all/2012/2/17/hydro-grid-needed-across-northern-ontario_22435

16 Feb 12 "The cost of developing what may be the largest chromite deposit in North America has tripled from the original $1 billion 
estimate, a major participant, Cliffs Natural Resources, said on Thursday.  "Initially we did go out with a billion-dollar price tag for 
this project," said Chief Executive Officer and Chairman Joseph Carrabba.  "(Now) We're in about the $3.3 billion range," he told 
Wall Street analysts during a conference call, when asked about the status of the Black Thor chromite deposit Cliffs is developing 
in northern Canada.  Carrabba said the estimate had risen mainly because road construction in the remote Ontario location had 
not been included in the original estimate.  He said there had been a "sharpening of the estimate" as the project moves through 
the pre-feasibility stage.  "The transportation and the road has gotten more expensive in this segment than we expected and 
everything else is falling in line with that."  Cleveland-based Cliffs controls three large chromite deposits in the "Ring of Fire" 
region of northern Ontario with production at its wholly-owned project, Black Thor, slated to begin in late 2015 or early 2016.  
Cliffs originally projected it would produce 600,000 tons of ferrochrome annually. The company now expects to produce 1 million 
tons of export chromite ore concentrate which is used to make stainless steel and other alloys, in addition to the original 600,000 
tons of ferrochrome.  In January, Cliffs said it was budgeting $150 million for mine development, $800 million for a concentrating 
plant and $1.8 billion for a ferrochrome processing facility. An integrated transportation system, including an all-weather surface 
road, will cost an additional $600 million, although part of that cost would be borne by the Ontario provincial government and 
other industry participants.  Carrabba said Cliffs is engaged in positive conversations with the provincial government over an 
environmental panel review at the project believed to be largest chromite deposit in North America.  Asked if Cliffs still believed 
Black Thor to be a viable project, Chief Financial Officer Laurie Brlas (cq) said: "It is absolutely still a viable project with a return 
that exceeds our cost of capital."  Cliffs' shares slipped 3 cents to $68.65 in afternoon trading on the New York Stock Exchange, a 
day after it reported fourth-quarter earnings that missed Wall Street expectations."  
http://www.reuters.com/article/2012/02/16/cliffsnatural-chromite-idUSL2E8DG7N220120216 http://www.reuters.com/article/2012/02/16/cliffsnatural-chromite-idUSL2E8DG7N220120216

 "Anna Baggio @annabwild  if public $ is going to be used to build all weather road to Ring of Fire, I hope ON maximizes value 
returned to province (Ch 12) #Drummond"  http://twitter.com/#!/annabwild/status/170263460360359937 http://twitter.com/#!/annabwild/status/170263460360359937
 
"Anna Baggio @annabwild  it's not enuff 2 presume quality of life of FNs will improve w/ Ring of Fire mines (#Drummond) Need to 
work hard to make it so #attawapiskat"  http://twitter.com/#!/annabwild/status/170262748444372992 http://twitter.com/#!/annabwild/status/170262748444372992
 
"Anna Baggio @annabwild  yes we need communities to properly benefit from Ring of Fire (#Drummond) but we also need 
strategic lands planning done first. #onpoli"  http://twitter.com/#!/annabwild/status/170261748216119296 http://twitter.com/#!/annabwild/status/170261748216119296

http://www.wawataynews.ca/archive/all/2012/2/17/hydro-grid-needed-across-northern-ontario_22435
http://www.reuters.com/article/2012/02/16/cliffsnatural-chromite-idUSL2E8DG7N220120216
http://twitter.com/#!/annabwild/status/170263460360359937
http://twitter.com/#!/annabwild/status/170262748444372992
http://twitter.com/#!/annabwild/status/170261748216119296
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"Anna Baggio @annabwild  Reforming approvals process is good idea (Ch 13 #Drummond) but folks who built illegal airstrip (ring 
of fire) knew what they were doing."  http://twitter.com/#!/annabwild/status/170260500276453376 http://twitter.com/#!/annabwild/status/170260500276453376
 
"Anna Baggio @annabwild  Proponent who built illegal airstrip in Ring of Fire knew exactly what they were doing. It wasn't an 
approvals failure. #Drummond #onpoli"  http://twitter.com/#!/annabwild/status/170256918537961472 http://twitter.com/#!/annabwild/status/170256918537961472

 "@NorontResources  Building a workforce | ow.ly/97jld #mining #NorthernOntario #jobs"  
http://twitter.com/#!/NorontResources/status/170247637671481346 http://twitter.com/#!/NorontResources/status/170247637671481346

 "MacDonald Mines Exploration Ltd. announces the mobilization of a geophysical crew to begin a ground gravity survey over the 
Company's VMS, Ni and Cr targets on the Butler Property in the Ring of Fire.  The recently released Ontario Geological Survey 
("OGS") and Geological Survey of Canada ("GSC") gravity gradiometer data over the Ring of Fire has been the catalyst for the 
Company's renewed interest in the gravity technique as a proven exploration tool for identifying density variations associated with 
mineralization such as VMS, Ni and Cr. The conclusion of the OGS/GSC gravity gradiometer survey was that it was probable that 
gravity highs were defining the package of mafic and ultramafic intrusive and volcanic rocks which host the chromite 
mineralization .... The Company initiated a detailed interpretation of the available public data over the known economic 
discoveries in the Ring a Fire (Cliffs Natural Resources, Noront Resources, etc.). Part of this process was the development of 
models for chrome and nickel. The models consist of geochemical, lithological and geophysical signatures. The attributes of the 
known discoveries in the area were compared to targets both on both our Butler and Sanderson properties with strong 
correlations.  The gravity data collected over the Butler property by the OGS - GSC gravity survey confirmed the Company's 
interpretation of a large mafic - ultramafic package exists along the eastern portion of the property. The Company has drilled 
through and into some of the magmatic features to corroborate this interpretation. In 2011 drill hole V05 drilled through a mafic sill 
consisting of an upper portion made up of magnetite gabbros, magnetites, and troctolites passing downward into Fe-rich 
peridotites with high background chrome concentrations. The hole was terminated in peridotites so the proportion of ultramafic 
materials in these sills is at least equal to or greater than the mafic material. Dr. Hulbert concludes that "The observed footwall 
ultramafic association to the overlying gabbroic rocks and the property wide distribution of these gabbroic bodies suggests 
property wide favorability for ultramafic bodies which host Ni-Cu-PGE and chrome deposits." ....  The ground gravity survey is 
being conducted by Abitibi Geophysics and is expected to be completed in February, 2012. A drill program will follow upon 
completion of the survey and an interpretation of the results ...."  http://www.marketwatch.com/story/macdonald-mines-begins-
ground

http://www.marketwatch.com/story/macdonald-mines-begins-
-gravity-survey-on-butler-in-the-ring-of-fire-2012-02-16-83540 

 "The recent news by Vale about investing $2 billion into its Clean AER Project helped drive home the message Coun. Dave 
Kilgour presented to the Standing Committee of the House of Commons.  Kilgour stood as a witness before the House of 
Commons Standing Committee on Natural Resources, which studies and reports on the activities and spending of the 
Department of Natural Resources and its portfolio, and the related bills. The committee was seeking input as it considers the 
federal government's role in the development of the Ring of Fire ....  Kilgour's presentation was preceded by several days of 
meetings between mining companies and First Nations communities, part of which was an effort to acknowledge the need for 
negotiations and partnerships on the business, refining and environment side of the Ring of Fire project.  Vale's announcement 
helped, because one of the first things the First Nations that will be affected by the Ring of Fire project will consider is the 

http://twitter.com/#!/annabwild/status/170260500276453376
http://twitter.com/#!/annabwild/status/170256918537961472
http://twitter.com/#!/NorontResources/status/170247637671481346
http://www.marketwatch.com/story/macdonald-mines-begins-
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environment, he said.  Kilgour said his plan was to stress the experience the city has picked up over its 130-year history in mining, 
where billions of dollars worth of nickel, copper, platinum, gold and many other metals have been mined, milled, smelted and 
refined.  “Greater Sudbury is an undisputed global centre of mining expertise,” Kilgour told the committee. "Today, even with more 
than a century of mining activity, an estimated $40 billion of mineral reserves have been identified and constant exploration adds 
to this total every day.”  The presentation “wasn't necessarily an opportunity to go in there and say build (Cliffs Natural 
Resources') ferrochrome processing plant here in Sudbury,” Kilgour said. “It was an opportunity to encourage the federal 
government to get involved and get into a mining strategy for the country, as well as put back where natural resources are taken 
away from provinces.”  Kilgour said at the end of the meeting, several of the MPs, who come from across the country and aren't 
familiar with the mining industry, approached him and “really appreciated the input from a community that is really involved in 
this.”  The Ring of Fire is very important to the City of Greater Sudbury, as it is with other municipalities in northeastern Ontario, 
Kilgour said. Should Cliffs decided to build it processing plant in Sudbury, it would create 300-500 jobs for the construction phase 
alone, with the potential of creating thousands of jobs throughout the years.  “It is critical that the federal government ensures that 
Canada's natural resources are developed in a way that benefits the region and province in which they are found,” Kilgour told the 
committee. This balance is challenging to achieve, but is critical to the long-term future of our resource sector."  Kilgour went on to 
emphasize the importance of the federal government's role in assisting workforce development and opportunities to encourage 
participation from the local labour forces and First Nations communities in order to maximize the potential for northern growth 
prior to accessing foreign workers.  “The federal government can also assist by helping communities like Greater Sudbury and our 
industry partners to counter the misperceptions of modern mineral development,” Kilgour said, in his presentation. “Today's 
Canadian mining industry. offers excellent employment opportunities for educated and skilled workers and will provide important 
economic development opportunities for northern Canada.”  There is still no word on where Cliffs will build its processing plant, 
but the company is supposed to be making an announcement sometime this first quarter, Kilgour said.  “There are no guarantees 
here,” he said. “I think Sudbury is the best option, and Cliffs has stated that as well, but it's a corporate decision that will be based 
on dollars, and I think the provincial and federal governments have to get involved to ensure this not only stays in Canada, but in 
Ontario.” "  http://www.northernlife.ca/news/localNews/2012/02/16-kilgour-standing-committee-sudbury.aspx http://www.northernlife.ca/news/localNews/2012/02/16-kilgour-standing-committee-sudbury.aspx

 "Yesterday’s release of the Drummond report, more formally known as the report of the Commission on the Reform of Ontario’s 
Public Services, underscores the importance of timely development of the Ring of Fire mineral zone to Ontario’s future.  The 
report paints a dire picture of the province’s economy, where the combination of  high Canadian dollar and sluggish U.S. 
economy is knocking the stuffing out of GDP. Ontario’s manufacturing sector is dwindling, employment loss is high, personal 
incomes are lagging, tax revenues are slumping.  Set against that bleak view is the promise of the Ring of Fire which, the 
commission says, “represents a significant opportunity to both realize major mineral development in the region and improve socio-
economic opportunity and quality of life for Aboriginal People and other residents of the north.”  Managed properly, development 
of the Ring of Fire “will provide benefits over several decades,” it says ...."  
https://insupportofmining.wordpress.com/2012/02/16/mining-poised-to-boost-ontarios-economy/ https://insupportofmining.wordpress.com/2012/02/16/mining-poised-to-boost-ontarios-economy/

 "Ontario should look to Quebec for answers on how to overcome conflicts between First Nations and mining companies while 
developing the North, the House of Commons natural resources committee heard Thursday.  Quebec is a better place to do 
business because its provincial government has historically been more adept at outlining the benefits aboriginals deserve when 
northern resources are exploited, witnesses told the committee’s MPs.  “The Quebec advantage is largely that the provincial 

http://www.northernlife.ca/news/localNews/2012/02/16-kilgour-standing-committee-sudbury.aspx
https://insupportofmining.wordpress.com/2012/02/16/mining-poised-to-boost-ontarios-economy/
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government has taken over the duty of consultation with the First Nations communities in northern Quebec and that’s become a 
very tried-and-true process,” said Wes Hanson, president and CEO of Noront Resources Ltd., one of the largest investors in the 
mineral-rich Ring of Fire region of northern Ontario.  “Right now, Noront is working individually with communities and negotiating 
with individual communities separately, and it’s just not efficient,” said Hanson. “It’s probably the least efficient aspect of the whole 
process.”  Quebec was forced to take the lead on the aboriginal file in the 1970s when its proposed James Bay hydro project ran 
into considerable opposition from Cree people in the region. The 1975 James Bay and Northern Quebec Agreement is one of the 
earliest modern-day land claims and set out the rules for First Nation benefits under the project.  “It’s evolved and it’s got 35 years 
of history,” said Hanson. “I think that’s what’s missing in Ontario.”  The agreement laid the groundwork for other land claims in the 
province, like the 1978 Northeastern Quebec Agreement and the 2008 Nunavik Inuit Land Claims Agreement, which offer political 
certainty for businesses in nearly all of Quebec’s North.  Quebec’s system is “the best in Canada,” said Kirk McKinnon, president 
and CEO of MacDonald Mines Exploration Ltd. “If you believe the Ring of Fire and the James Bay lowlands offer the opportunity 
I’m outlining for you, then it requires government leadership in order to bring order, stability and direction.”  MacDonald, a small 
exploration company, is partnered with Hudbay, a much larger firm with operations in North and South America. However, 
Hudbay is reluctant to invest for fear of political wrangling, McKinnon said. “Companies do not like uncertainty. They are spending 
over one billion dollars in Peru, but they’re reluctant to spend it in Canada.”  Ontario’s northern First Nations are governed by 
older agreements like Treaty 9, signed in 1905. However, many First Nations feel the obligations of these treaties are not enough 
to cover the impact of modern mining and they often demand individual agreements with mining companies at the earliest stages 
of exploration.  MacDonald Mines has successfully negotiated agreements with two First Nations but not with others, and the 
inconsistent demands and desires among different First Nations is the underlying problem for resource companies, said 
McKinnon.  The committee’s witnesses repeatedly referred to a federal court case that could make or break any development in 
the Ring of Fire, a vast wilderness south of Hudson’s Bay and west of James Bay that is dotted with mining claims.  On Nov. 7, 
the Matawa First Nations, an umbrella group representing nine smaller nations, filed a suit against the Canadian Environmental 
Assessment Agency (CEAA), arguing its aboriginal rights and title to the land were being neglected.  CEAA wants to regulate the 
biggest proposed mining project in the Ring of Fire, Cliffs Natural Resources’ Big Thor chromite deposit, with a comprehensive 
review rather than a joint review panel. The former requires written documentation while the latter involves oral hearings, and the 
Matawa First Nations, whose territory runs over the project, believe the more intensive method should be followed.  The Ring of 
Fire’s future rests on the shoulders of the Big Thor project, particularly because it requires the construction of a 260-kilometre 
road that other projects need to make their projects viable.  In northern Quebec, the construction of transportation corridors is 
happening because of an upswing in political will to develop the North.  The Plan Nord (see above video), introduced by Premier 
Jean Charest last year, is a legacy project to encourage mineral investment, environmental stewardship and aboriginal self-
determination northward from the 49th parallel. The Plan Nord governs the construction of ports, highways, airports and railroads 
in the North, to encourage the development of mining and energy projects.  Charest claims the 25-year plan will lead to $80 billion 
in investments and 20,000 jobs a year.  Northern Ontario suffers from a dearth of such critical infrastructure. Two highways run 
along the north shore of Lake Superior and the CN Transcontinental rail line runs along an East-West corridor a little further north. 
That leaves the vast majority of Northern Ontario without modes of transportation safe for winter ice roads and airports.  David 
Kilgour, a city councillor from Sudbury, told the committee a coherent plan to develop the North would help ease the economic 
and social plight of remote First Nation communities accessible only by air.  “Right now, they’re dragging houses to Attawapiskat 
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and they’ve got what? A six-week window to do it in,” said Kilgour.  Quebec’s proactive approach is even drawing workers from 
Kilgour’s own family. “My son is going to work in northern Quebec right now,” he said. “He’s going to drive literally thousands of 
kilometres to get there. But the fact is he can get there.” "  http://www.ipolitics.ca/2012/02/16/ontario-should-take-its-cue-from-
quebec

http://www.ipolitics.ca/2012/02/16/ontario-should-take-its-cue-from-
-to-develop-the-north-mps-told/  or http://ringoffirenews.files.wordpress.com/2012/02/ipolitics-_-ontario-should-take-its-

cue
http://ringoffirenews.files.wordpress.com/2012/02/ipolitics-_-ontario-should-take-its-

-from-quebec-to-develop-the-north-mps-toldipolitics-_-print.pdf  
15 Feb 12 From the "Commission on the Reform of Ontario's Public Services" report (aka "Drummond report"):  "Ring of Fire: This 

development of major mineral deposits in northern Ontario offers the prospect of substantial socio-economic opportunities for all 
northern residents, particularly Aboriginal Peoples. The government should collaborate with Aboriginals, industry and the federal 
government to maximize these opportunities .... Ring of Fire - The Ring of Fire development in northern Ontario represents a 
significant opportunity to both realize major mineral development in the region and improve socio-economic opportunity and 
quality of life for Aboriginal People and other residents of the north. Managed properly, the project will provide benefits over 
several decades.  Success in the Ring of Fire will require collaboration between Aboriginal People, industry, and the federal and 
provincial governments. With a focus on creating a healthy workforce, education and skills training, and basic community 
infrastructure, the government should take innovative approaches to expand labour-market and training programs for First 
Nations communities. This approach would include implementing a full range of employment programs and related social 
supports that are available through social assistance for recipients living on reserve. These include education programs, job-
specific training, literacy programs and programs that support young parents. The Commission is optimistic that industry partners 
will employ Aboriginal People throughout the life of the Ring of Fire and work as partners with government to deliver or fund 
(perhaps both) the employment and training services required.  If voluntary efforts by the business sector lag, the government 
should consider putting a levy on mining-related activities to directly fund initiatives that will prepare Aboriginal People to 
participate economically in the Ring of Fire.  The government should also enhance its efforts to develop partnerships with the 
private and not-for-profit sectors in supporting innovative programs such as “Right to Play,” which focus on promoting leadership 
among Aboriginal youth — essential for future growth and prosperity.  The federal and provincial governments also have a 
responsibility to improve regulatory certainty in order to secure future investment and growth in the region. This should include 
streamlining and co-ordinating environmental assessment and regulatory processes to improve timelines while ensuring 
Aboriginal communities have the capacity to fully participate in these processes.  Recommendation 13-8: Ensure that the 
government’s approach to the Ring of Fire maximizes opportunities for Aboriginal People and all Ontarians ....  
http://www.fin.gov.on.ca/en/reformcommission/chapters/report.pdf http://www.fin.gov.on.ca/en/reformcommission/chapters/report.pdf
 
"The president of the Thunder Bay Chamber of Commerce says the province’s much-anticipated austerity report may have 
underestimated potential revenue streams, particularly in the Ring of Fire.  Harold Wilson said he likes the fact the report is 
attacking Ontario’s rapidly growing deficit and debt, which left unchecked will cost taxpayers long-term to cover the interest 
payments – at the expense of other projects and sectors.  But Wilson said he told Finance Minister Dwight Duncan two years ago 
that revenue was what the province should be looking at to make up a portion of the shortfall.  “I was kind of surprised,” Wilson 
said. “I thought they kind of understated the plus side. They could have been taking a look at that more.  “The big question is how 
can the Ontario government try to help and support it so we can see the benefits of this as soon as possible?”  In the report 
Drummond, a former chief economist with the TD Bank, recognizes the Ring of Fire as a significant opportunity  to improve socio-

http://www.ipolitics.ca/2012/02/16/ontario-should-take-its-cue-from-
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economic opportunities in the North, and managed properly can provide benefits over several decades.  It also means spending 
money, contrary to most of the 362 recommendations he made in his 540-page report, including labour support programs for First 
Nations people.  “This approach would include implementing a full range of employment programs and related social supports 
that are available through social assistance for recipients living on reserve,” Drummond writes.  “These include education 
programs, job-specific training, literacy programs and programs that support young parents.”  The bottom line, Drummond added, 
is for the Ontario government to ensure it “maximized opportunities for Aboriginal people and all Ontarians.”  Still, unlike many 
media outlets across the province, Wilson said he doesn’t look at the report as gloomy.  Nor does Lakehead professor Livio Di 
Matteo, who writes in his Northern Economist blog he's felt all along the report was a bogeyman designed to scare Ontarians 
before less austere measures are taken in the actual budget.  Di Matteo goes on to say the report does have plenty of interesting 
and useful ideas, many of which won't suit the government's eye.  "All in all, this is not bad news for the North," he said. "The 
specific focus on the Ring of Fire and its potential benefits for Aboriginal people will hopefully provide an impetus for the provincial 
government to pursue this region as an investment frontier for the entire province." ...."  
http://www.tbnewswatch.com/news/189713/%E2%80%98Not-set-in-stone%E2%80%99 http://www.tbnewswatch.com/news/189713/%E2%80%98Not-set-in-stone%E2%80%99
 
L.U. economist Livio DiMatteo:  ".... The Commission is optimistic that industry partners will employ Aboriginal People throughout 
the life of the Ring of Fire and work as partners with government to deliver or fund (perhaps both) the employment and training 
services required. If voluntary efforts by the business sector lag, the government should consider putting a levy on mining-related 
activities to directly fund initiatives that will prepare Aboriginal People to participate economically in the Ring of Fire.  All in all, this 
is not bad news for the north. The specific focus on the Ring of Fire and its potential benefits for Aboriginal peoples will hopefully 
provide an impetus for the provincial government to pursue this region as an investment frontier for the entire province ...."  
http://netnewsledger.com/2012/02/16/dissecting-drummond-livio-di-matteo/ http://netnewsledger.com/2012/02/16/dissecting-drummond-livio-di-matteo/

 "With the anticipated boom in the mining sector, industry leaders and organizations are taking steps to ensure the workforce is 
ready.  On Wednesday the North Superior Workforce Planning Board and the Thunder Bay Community Economic Development 
Committee hosted a forum that looked into some of the employment and training opportunities and challenges that exist in the 
mining sector in Northwestern Ontario.  More than 200 participants attended the forum.  Among the participants were job seekers, 
mining companies, service providers, government representatives and educators, who discussed how the workforce can be 
prepared for expanding job opportunities in the mining sector.  Madge Richardson, executive director of North Superior Workforce 
Planning Board, said the forum was also an opportunity to release a report on the region’s mining industry employment forecasts 
for the next two, five and 10 years.  One important topic that came up for discussion on Wednesday examined what needs to be 
done to prepare the workforce for jobs in the sector, including retraining and education.  “We need to decide how to address the 
huge training demand for the workforce to be prepared to go into mining,” Richardson said.  One of the ways to accomplish that is 
with the help of schools, like colleges and universities, but Richardson said youth need to be introduced to the world of mining at 
a younger age ...."  http://www.chroniclejournal.com/content/news/local/2012/02/16/building-workforce http://www.chroniclejournal.com/content/news/local/2012/02/16/building-workforce

 "Ore mined in the north should be refined in the north as it will mean the difference between “hundreds and thousands” of jobs for 
northern Ontario, Nickel Belt NDP MP Claude Gravelle said.  New Democrat MPs at the Natural Resources Committee had 
mining companies and First Nations communities sitting side by side Feb. 13 acknowledging the need for real negotiations and 
partnerships on the business, refining and environment side of the massive Ring of Fire project, according to a news release.  

http://www.tbnewswatch.com/news/189713/%E2%80%98Not-set-in-stone%E2%80%99
http://netnewsledger.com/2012/02/16/dissecting-drummond-livio-di-matteo/
http://www.chroniclejournal.com/content/news/local/2012/02/16/building-workforce
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“The missing ingredient for Ring of Fire is obviously having real negotiations between the mining companies and First Nations to 
explore as concretely as possible business, jobs and training opportunities while respecting the environment and treaty,” Gravelle 
said. “It was the most obvious message coming from the testimony (Feb. 13).  Representatives of the Mattawa First Nations and 
Nishnawbe Aski Nation testified they were “pro development” with qualifications, reminding MPs the region has been their 
homeland long before it became known as Ring of Fire, he stated in the release.  “We believe it is important to address both the 
project-specific, as well as the cumulative and regional environmental effects, of the Cliffs and NORONT projects and to bring 
together the First Nations provincial and federal governments in an efficient process that will enable our community members to 
fully participate in the environmental assessment process,” Ring of Fire co-ordinator Raymond Ferris, from the Mattawa First 
Nations, said.  Gravelle stated Cliffs Natural Resources vice-president William Boor testified that 60 per cent of the ore is 
projected to be refined in Canada, with 40 per cent of the concentrate exported abroad to help pay for operations.  After hearing 
the mining companies signal job opportunities for Aboriginal communities, New Democrat MP John Rafferty cited concerns about 
the Conservative government ending the Aboriginal Skills and Employment Partnership.  “It has helped prepare more than 18,000 
Canadians for skilled jobs since 2003, but funding runs out this year. The government has not renewed support,” Rafferty said.  
MPs also heard testimony on major transportation and energy infrastructure challenges for the Ring of Fire project. The hearings, 
which wrap up Feb. 15, are part of a long committee study on the development of resources in Northern Canada. "  
http://www.northernlife.ca/news/localNews/2012/02/15-gravelle-ring-fire-sudbury.aspx http://www.northernlife.ca/news/localNews/2012/02/15-gravelle-ring-fire-sudbury.aspx

 "@NorontResources Join our experts on Feb 22 at #Ignace Hightops Senior Centre from 3-7pm for an #OpenHouse | Bring your 
questions! #mining #NorthernOntario" http://twitter.com/#!/NorontResources/statuses/169875804212301826 http://twitter.com/#!/NorontResources/statuses/169875804212301826

 "Cliffs Natural Resources Inc. (NYSE: CLF) (Paris: CLF) today reported fourth-quarter and full-year results for the period ended 
Dec. 31, 2011. Record full-year revenues of $6.8 billion increased $2.1 billion, or over 45%, from the previous year. Full-year 
operating income increased to $2.3 billion, up 85% from $1.3 billion in 2010. Net income attributed to Cliffs' shareholders was 
$1.6 billion, or $11.48 per diluted share, up from $1 billion, or $7.49 per diluted share, in the prior year .... The Company expects 
to incur cash outflows of approximately $165 million to support future growth, comprised of approximately $90 million related to 
exploration and drilling programs and approximately $75 million related to its chromite project in Ontario, Canada ...."  
http://ir.cliffsnaturalresources.com/releasedetail.cfm?ReleaseID=649034 http://ir.cliffsnaturalresources.com/releasedetail.cfm?ReleaseID=649034
 
"@CliffsIR  TODAY we reported 4Q 2011 Results. cliffsnr.com $CLF"  http://twitter.com/#!/CliffsIR/statuses/169896740760195072 http://twitter.com/#!/CliffsIR/statuses/169896740760195072
 
"@CliffsIR Full-year revenues set new record at $6.8 billion, net income up 59% to a record $1.6 billion $CLF"  
http://twitter.com/#!/CliffsIR/statuses/169896816417062913 http://twitter.com/#!/CliffsIR/statuses/169896816417062913
 
"@CliffsIR Cash from operations set record at $2.3 billion for 2011"  http://twitter.com/#!/CliffsIR/statuses/169896862835417090 http://twitter.com/#!/CliffsIR/statuses/169896862835417090

 "Platinex Inc. (TSX VENTURE:PTX), completed a private placement in December 2011 raising $213,250. Line cutting has started 
on the Shining Tree property and JVX Ltd. has been engaged to complete a 12.5 line km pole-dipole spectral IP survey over 
areas where numerous gold grains and nuggets have been found in glacial till. The Company intends to carry out an initial 
5,000m drilling program on the Shining Tree property targeting IP anomalies coincident with gold in till anomalies. Sufficient funds 
have been allocated to carry out 1,000m of this drilling. Upon completion of the IP survey the drill program will be announced.  

http://www.northernlife.ca/news/localNews/2012/02/15-gravelle-ring-fire-sudbury.aspx
http://twitter.com/#!/NorontResources/statuses/169875804212301826
http://ir.cliffsnaturalresources.com/releasedetail.cfm?ReleaseID=649034
http://twitter.com/#!/CliffsIR/statuses/169896740760195072
http://twitter.com/#!/CliffsIR/statuses/169896816417062913
http://twitter.com/#!/CliffsIR/statuses/169896862835417090
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The helicopter supported HELITEM survey by Fugro Airborne Surveys Corp. of Platinex’s South McFaulds property is now 
complete. The PGE prospective Ring of Fire intrusion was identified within two of the three claim blocks surveyed. The survey has 
provided sufficient information to guide exploration for reef structures comparable to the reefs successfully explored by Platinex 
on its former Big Trout Lake property.  The Company has applied exploration assessment to keep three high PGE potential blocks 
in good standing for 3 to 5 years in the South McFaulds area. The Tib Lake property has also been extended. The North 
McFaulds, Norton Lake, Core Zone and Awkward Lake properties have been allowed to lapse in order to concentrate on 
exploration of the Shining Tree gold property and more generic PGE exploration.  Platinex maintains a unique library resulting 
from over $10 million in North American PGE exploration of some 40 layered intrusions. The Company continues to search for 
parties interested in exploring and developing PGE prospects in North America using the Platinex database and expertise. 
Platinex also retains a 2.5% NSR interest in the former Big Trout Lake PGE property.  The Company is pleased to announce that 
it has retained Venture Liquidity Providers Inc., (“VLP”) to carry out its Market Making Service to provide assistance in maintaining 
an orderly trading market for the Company’s common shares. The Market Making Services will be undertaken by VLP through a 
registered broker, W.D. Latimer Co. Limited, in compliance with the guidelines of the TSX Venture Exchange for TSX Venture 
Exchange listed issuers. In consideration for their services, Platinex has agreed to pay VLP $6,000 per month for a period of 12 
months."  http://netnewsledger.com/2012/02/15/platinex-inc-begins-line-cutting-on-shining-tree-property http://netnewsledger.com/2012/02/15/platinex-inc-begins-line-cutting-on-shining-tree-property  

 "Al Jazeera’s English service has sparked a renewed debate over Attawapiskat First Nation’s problems and the impact of mining 
development on remote Aboriginal communities.  Under the headline Canada mining boom leaves natives in the cold, Al Jazeera 
took an in-depth look last week at the situation in the isolated James Bay community. The article has since been picked up by 
several outlets, including Catholic Online.  Writer Chris Arsenault’s report questions how the community can persist in such third-
world conditions when it has a rich diamond mine (De Beers Canada’s Victor Mine) only 90 kilometres away. The answer, it 
suggests, is resource revenue sharing ...."  http://insupportofmining.wordpress.com/2012/02/15/attawapiskat-sparks-call-for-
revenue

http://insupportofmining.wordpress.com/2012/02/15/attawapiskat-sparks-call-for-
-sharing/ (see 11 Feb 12 for Al Jazeera article reference) 

 House of Commons Standing Committee on Natural Resources:  "NOTICE OF MEETING .... Meeting No. 27 
Thursday, February 16, 2012  
8:45 a.m. to 10:45 a.m. 
Room 268, La Promenade Building 
151 Sparks St. 
(613-996-9346) 
 
Orders of the Day 
Resource Development in Northern Canada 
 
Witnesses 
Noront Resources Ltd. 
Wes Hanson, President and Chief Executive Officer 
Olya Yousefi, Manager  
Corporate Communication 

http://netnewsledger.com/2012/02/15/platinex-inc-begins-line-cutting-on-shining-tree-property
http://insupportofmining.wordpress.com/2012/02/15/attawapiskat-sparks-call-for-
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MacDonald Mines Exploration Ltd. 
Kirk McKinnon, President and Chief Executive Officer 
 
AurCrest Gold Inc. 
Ian A. Brodie-Brown, President and Chief Executive Officer 
 
Marten Falls First Nation 
Chief Elijah Moonias 
  
City of Greater Sudbury 
David Kilgour, Councillor 
Ian Wood, Director, Economic Development ...."  
http://www.parl.gc.ca/HousePublications/Publication.aspx?DocId=5381003&Language=E&Mode=1&Parl=41&Ses=1 http://www.parl.gc.ca/HousePublications/Publication.aspx?DocId=5381003&Language=E&Mode=1&Parl=41&Ses=1

 "The House of Commons standing committee on natural resources heard from several Ring of Fire participants Tuesday at its first 
day of discussions about resource development in northern Canada.  Discussion focused on regulatory review of proposed 
projects in Ontario’s far northern mineral zone and training needs of neighbouring First Nation communities.  According to a report 
(via iPolitics) from the Alpheus Group, which monitors House of Commons activities, members heard from representatives of 
Cliffs Natural Resources Inc., White Tiger Mining Corp., Matawa First Nations and the Nishnawbe Aski Nation.  While all parties 
agreed on the potential benefits of Ring of Fire development, they differed on the type of environmental assessments required for 
proposed mining projects.  Representatives from the First Nations communities “focused on the need for a joint panel review 
process as opposed to a comprehensive assessment of the project in order to maximize the benefits of a First Nations 
partnership,” Alpheus said. “Conversely, company representatives maintained the sufficiency of an assessment study in 
understanding the potential impacts of the project and establishing collaborative agreements with First Nations communities.”  
Committee members asked witnesses how regulatory reviews for the Cliffs Natural Resource chromite project could satisfy First 
Nation concerns without hindering process efficiency or discouraging progress on proposed plans.  Witnesses were also asked 
about the training initiatives that would maximize First Nations employment opportunities.  In attendance were members Leon 
Benoit (chair), Blaine Calkins, Brad Trost, David Anderson, Mike Allen and Joe Daniel, for the Conservatives; Claude Gravelle, 
Kennedy Stewart, John Rafferty, Bruce Hyer and Robert Chisholm, for the NDP; and David McGuinty for the Liberals.  The 
committee is scheduled to continue its discussion on Thursday."  http://insupportofmining.wordpress.com/2012/02/15/federal-
committee

http://insupportofmining.wordpress.com/2012/02/15/federal-
-looks-at-ring-of-fire/ 

 
House of Commons Standing Committee on Natural Resources:  "MINUTES OF PROCEEDINGS - Meeting No. 26, Tuesday, 
February 14, 2012 
  
The Standing Committee on Natural Resources met at 8:47 a.m. this day, in Room 268, La Promenade Building, the Chair, Leon 
Benoit, presiding. 

http://www.parl.gc.ca/HousePublications/Publication.aspx?DocId=5381003&Language=E&Mode=1&Parl=41&Ses=1
http://insupportofmining.wordpress.com/2012/02/15/federal-
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Members of the Committee present: Mike Allen, David Anderson, Leon Benoit, Blaine Calkins, Joe Daniel, Royal Galipeau, 
Claude Gravelle, David J. McGuinty, Kennedy Stewart and Brad Trost. 
 
Acting Members present: Robert Chisholm for François Lapointe and John Rafferty for Anne-Marie Day. 
 
Other Members present: Bruce Hyer. 
 
In attendance: Library of Parliament: Jean-Luc Bourdages, Analyst; Mohamed Zakzouk, Analyst. 
 
Witnesses: Cliffs Natural Resources Inc.: William Boor, Senior Vice-President, Global Ferroalloys. White Tiger Mining Corp.: 
Ronald Coombes, President. Matawa First Nations: Raymond Ferris, Coordinator, Ring of Fire. Nishnawbe Aski Nation: Deputy 
Grand Chief Les Louttit. 
  
Pursuant to Standing Order 108(2) and the motion adopted by the Committee on September 26, 2011, the Committee resumed 
its study on resource development in Northern Canada. 
 
William Boor, Ronald Coombes, Raymond Ferris and Les Louttit made statements and answered questions. 
 
At 10:45 a.m., the Committee adjourned to the call of the Chair ...."  
http://www.parl.gc.ca/HousePublications/Publication.aspx?DocId=5382991&Language=E&Mode=1&Parl=41&Ses=1 http://www.parl.gc.ca/HousePublications/Publication.aspx?DocId=5382991&Language=E&Mode=1&Parl=41&Ses=1

 "The opportunity presented by the Ring of Fire in Northern Ontario is vast. A billion dollar investment is planned for the James 
Bay Region.  MacDonald Mines Exploration Ltd. (TSX VENTURE:BMK) has provided an exploration update on its efforts in the 
mineral-rich Ring of Fire region of the James Bay Lowlands.  Exploration impetus in the western James Bay area took a dramatic 
upturn in 2010 when Cliffs Natural Resources purchased Freewest’s and Spider’s interest in a world-class chrome deposit for 
$248 million and signaled a billion dollar plus investment in James Bay.  This was validated further by the Ontario Provincial 
Government, which publically identified the mining potential of James Bay as “World Class” and highlighted the mining 
opportunities as key for Ontario.  Cliffs Natural Resources recently announced its 2012 capital expenditure projection for the 
chrome project to be $2.25 billion.  MacDonald began exploring in the Ring of Fire starting in 2003, shortly after the first 
volcanogenic massive sulphide (VMS) discovery at McFaulds Lake by Spider Resources and KWG Resources. The McFaulds 
VMS discovery is characterized by very high-grade intersections of VMS mineralization (McF-04-57 intersected 18.8 meters of 
8.02% Copper (Cu), Mc-03-18 averaged 4.83% Zinc (Zn) over 25.75 meters) and at 250 meter-plus depths ...." 
http://netnewsledger.com/2012/02/15/billion-dollar-investment-planned-for-james-bay-region/ http://netnewsledger.com/2012/02/15/billion-dollar-investment-planned-for-james-bay-region/

 Letter to the editor:  "Where else in Canada would a major power line be proposed without a public hearing? The Ontario Energy 
Board is proceeding to do just that. A 230,000-kilovolt line is to be built from Thunder Bay to Wawa without oral hearings. (Written 
submissions, including suggestions for public hearings, are being accepted. —Ed.) This is a dangerous precedent.  Remember, 
the power planners tried to get away with damming and diverting all major tributaries flowing into Hudson Bay in the early ’70s 

http://www.parl.gc.ca/HousePublications/Publication.aspx?DocId=5382991&Language=E&Mode=1&Parl=41&Ses=1
http://netnewsledger.com/2012/02/15/billion-dollar-investment-planned-for-james-bay-region/
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(North American Water and Power Alliance). The project was stopped by the Damn the Dams national campaign that was 
initiated in Thunder Bay. With projects such as the Ring of Fire, north-south tie lines (these should be east and west) and the 
bringing of power to northern communities and reserves, a dangerous precedent is being set that these will also proceed without 
public hearings.  Further, all residents of Northern Ontario, whether native or non-native, are treaty people. There are two parties 
to any treaty, a fact often overlooked by non-natives. These treaties were arrived at by oral hearings. Now we have a government 
agency (and ironically First Nations proponents) proposing to proceed with major transmission lines without oral hearings with the 
communities being affected.  This project should be stopped until the residents of the Superior-North Shore communities have 
had their say.  We need our own agency in Northern Ontario to plan power projects for our benefit. Time for a Northern Ontario 
Energy Board!  More information about the project is available at the OEB website, ontarioenergyboard.ca/EWTie. You better 
write fast. Submissions are accepted until March 5."  http://www.chroniclejournal.com/editorial/letters/2012-02-15/powerful-
precedent

http://www.chroniclejournal.com/editorial/letters/2012-02-15/powerful-
 

 Letter to the editor:  "Re: "Tories, Liberals clash over Ring of Fire" -- Jan. 28.  The article, just as the arguing politicians did, 
ignores the First Nations elephant in the room.  Recent high court decisions, citing their right to be "consulted and 
accommodated," have given First Nation bands in Canada a virtual veto over whether, and on what terms, any new project on 
Crown lands in their neighbourhood goes ahead.  These decisions, while representing a huge legal and economic windfall for 
First Nation bands, also represent a very harmful diminution of legitimate and necessary (necessary for rational economic 
development and for the welfare of all Canadians, regardless of race) Crown sovereignty.  Instead of there being two founts of 
legal sovereignty in Canada, as was traditionally the case since Confederation -- the provincial Crowns and the federal Crown -- 
in the area of economic development on Crown lands, we now have three -- the third being First Nations bands.  This was 
basically confirmed by former Ontario cabinet minister George Smitherman, now a paid consultant to Greenstone, one of the 
contenders for the chromite processing facility for Cliff Natural Resources' Black Thor deposit, and more importantly, the Matawa 
Tribal Council, when he recently said that "First Nations will have the ultimate say on how the Ring of Fire mineral developments 
will unfold, and that includes the location of the proposed ferrochrome smelter."  As all the politicians well know, but are afraid to 
tell people, the Black Thor project will not go ahead in anything like a timely, rational fashion unless every First Nations band 
remotely nearby is "accommodated" to its satisfaction; that is, with jobs, contracts and even equity participation.  There is the 
unenviable, and sometimes even surreal, task of the excellent and well-meaning Ring of Fire Secretariat, Christine Kaszycki, to 
try to find out what each First Nations band's payoff "accommodation" bottom line demands are and then try to get the other 
players to agree with them.  Nipissing MPP Vic Fedeli should not be criticizing her. She's trying her best to do a difficult, if not 
impossible, job.  Instead, he should be roundly lambasting all the provincial and federal politicians and civil service elites who, 
over the last 10 years, have timidly stood by as silent, unprotesting and passive enablers as our high courts in Ottawa and 
Toronto have surely and steadily emasculated Crown sovereignty to the extent that, with respect to economic development on 
Crown lands, our elected governments are no longer ultimate masters in their own respective houses, and worth projects like 
Black Thor are held hostage to uncertain, ill-defined, unending economic shakedown-like accommodation and consultation 
process.  (Signed) Peter Best, Greater Sudbury"  http://www.thesudburystar.com/ArticleDisplay.aspx?e=3472547 http://www.thesudburystar.com/ArticleDisplay.aspx?e=3472547

14 Feb 12 "Bold Ventures Inc. and Rencore Resources Ltd. are pleased to announce that the business combination of Bold and Rencore 
(the "Merger") announced on November 9, 2011 has closed. Pursuant to the Merger, each outstanding common share of Rencore 
will be exchanged for one common share of Bold and each existing Rencore Convertible Security will be converted to a New Bold 

http://www.chroniclejournal.com/editorial/letters/2012-02-15/powerful-
http://www.thesudburystar.com/ArticleDisplay.aspx?e=3472547
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Convertible Security. Further details regarding the Merger can be found on Bold's SEDAR profile at www.sedar.com .  At the www.sedar.com
shareholders meetings for Bold and Rencore held on February 13, 2012, shareholders of each Company unanimously approved 
the Merger. Rencore is now a wholly-owned subsidiary of Bold and the common shares of Rencore can trade immediately on the 
TSX Venture Exchange as Bold shares under the symbol "BOL".  At the Bold Annual General and Special Meeting held on 
February 13, 2012, shareholders also approved the appointment of McGovern, Hurley, Cunningham, LLP as auditors of Bold; 
approved the 2011 Stock Option Plan, a 10% rolling plan; and elected the following directors: Richard Nemis, John Harvey, David 
Graham, Jim Glover, Gary F. Zak, Jerry Bulman and Ian Brodie-Brown.  Immediately following the shareholders meeting, the 
Board of Directors of Bold appointed Richard Nemis as President and Chief Executive Officer; David Graham as Executive Vice-
President; John Harvey as Chief Operating Officer; Amy Stephenson as Chief Financial Officer; and William R. Johnstone as 
Corporate Secretary ...."  http://www.marketwatch.com/story/bold-ventures-inc-announces-closing-of-business-combination-with-
rencore

http://www.marketwatch.com/story/bold-ventures-inc-announces-closing-of-business-combination-with-
-resources-ltd-2012-02-14-83170 

 "MacDonald Mines Exploration Ltd. CA:BMK 0.00% ("MacDonald" or the "Company") provides an exploration update in the 
mineral-rich Ring of Fire region of the James Bay Lowlands .... MacDonald began exploring in the Ring of Fire starting in 2003, 
shortly after the first volcanogenic massive sulphide (VMS) discovery at McFaulds Lake by Spider Resources and KWG 
Resources. The McFaulds VMS discovery is characterized by very high-grade intersections of VMS mineralization (McF-04-57 
intersected 18.8 meters of 8.02% Copper (Cu), Mc-03-18 averaged 4.83% Zinc (Zn) over 25.75 meters) and at 250 meter-plus 
depths ....  In addition to the McFaulds VMS discovery, the Ring of Fire has two additional discoveries, the Noront Resources' 
Eagle 1 nickel (Ni) and platinum group elements (PGE) discovery in August 2007, with a National Instrument (NI) 43-101 
indicated resource of 6.9 million tonnes (Mt) averaging 2.04% Ni, 0.95% Cu, 1.30 g/t platinum (Pt) and 3.40 g/t palladium (Pd) and 
an inferred resource of 4.3 Mt averaging 1.42% Ni, 0.87% Cu, 0.80 g/t Pt and 3.40 g/t Pd. This was followed in 2009 by Freewest 
Resources' Black Thor chromite discovery, containing an NI 43-101 inferred resource of 69.6 Mt @ 31.9% Cr2O3.  These 
discoveries have confirmed that the Ring of Fire region of the James Bay Lowlands is mineral-rich in copper, zinc, nickel, PGEs, 
vanadium, gold and chrome and this environment provides the potential opportunity for future discoveries .... Exploration impetus 
in the western James Bay area took a dramatic upturn in 2010 when Cliffs Natural Resources purchased Freewest's and Spider's 
interest in a world-class chrome deposit for $248 million and signaled a billion dollar plus investment in James Bay. This was 
validated further by the Ontario Provincial Government, which publically identified the mining potential of James Bay as "World 
Class" and highlighted the mining opportunities as key for Ontario. Cliffs Natural Resources recently announced its 2012 capital 
expenditure projection for the chrome project to be $2.25 billion.  MacDonald is the second largest landholder in the Ring of Fire 
and has a proven track record of environmentally and socially responsible exploration practices. The Company's established 
rapport with First Nation Communities in this region culminated in the signing of exploration agreements with the Kasabonika 
Lake, Webequie and Summer Beaver First Nations .... "  http://www.marketwatch.com/story/macdonald-mines-outlines-
exploration

http://www.marketwatch.com/story/macdonald-mines-outlines-
-status-and-initiates-2012-exploration-program-2012-02-14-83520 

 "The conflict between mining companies hungry to exploit the vast riches of northern Ontario and the poverty-stricken First 
Nations that live there came to Parliament Hill on Tuesday.  The federal regulatory system is failing in the region’s mineral 
formation known as the Ring of Fire, First Nations representatives and mining executives told MPs at the House of Commons 
natural resources committee. One aboriginal group has even put one mega-project on hold through court action.  The legal 
obligations of miners to nearby First Nations are so difficult to discern, it’s denting Canada’s reputation as a politically stable place 

http://www.sedar.com
http://www.marketwatch.com/story/bold-ventures-inc-announces-closing-of-business-combination-with-
http://www.marketwatch.com/story/macdonald-mines-outlines-
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to do business, said one mining executive.  “The bar has been shifting to a point where I’m wondering what our legal rights are as 
an exploration company,” said Ronald Coombes, president of White Tiger Mining Corp., a junior exploration firm with assets in the 
region. “Right now, we’re looking for financing abroad and we have to explain to shareholders where the money is going and it’s 
really putting us in a bind to discuss what we’re dealing with.   “They’re political issues. They’re not the business issues we should 
be dealing with,” he said .... First Nations are also upset about their lack of input in the regulatory process, which determines the 
permissible degree of environmental impact.  The Matawa First Nations, an umbrella group that represents nine smaller nations, 
took the regulators of Cliffs’ Big Thor project to federal court on Nov. 7. “What we’ve seen in the past is that we’ve heard enough 
talk. What we want are actual agreements,” Raymond Ferris, who was representing the Matawa First Nations, told the committee 
Tuesday.  Cliffs has a memorandum of understanding with the Matawa First Nations, but no formal agreement on issues like jobs 
and royalties.  The court battle is over the type of environmental assessment Big Thor will receive from the Canadian 
Environmental Assessment Agency (CEAA), its regulator.  The CEAA has chosen to do a comprehensive review of the project 
instead of a more-intensive joint review panel. The Matawa First Nations argues Big Thor triggers all three requirements for a joint 
review panel: adverse environmental impacts, infringement of treaty and aboriginal rights, and significant public concern.  A joint 
review panel, such as the one done for the Mackenzie River and Northern Gateway pipeline projects, requires oral testimony from 
the affected parties, while the comprehensive review does not. “We feel the process doesn’t take into account our concerns,” said 
Ferris.  Also at issue is money.  First Nations rarely have enough money to conduct their own environmental assessments, a 
perennial problem in the regulation of resource projects in rural and remote Canada. Federal funds are usually allocated to help 
First Nations hire environmental consultants, but these monies are much harder to come by under a comprehensive review, said 
Ferris.  Money approved for the Matawa First Nations’ study of the Cliffs project last April has yet to reach them. “We’re going on 
almost a year now,” he said.  Another major plank is providing skills training for First Nations.  A facility built by De Beers for the 
Attawapiskat First Nation is standing idle because of bad planning, said Les Louttit, the deputy grand chief of the Nishnawbe Aski 
Nation, another regional umbrella group. “There’s no training being done there at all,” he said.  All of these factors – jobs training, 
a say over environmental impacts, funding for assessments – are owed to First Nations because of their aboriginal rights and title 
to the land, say their representatives. Yet that’s debatable, since First Nations have varying degree of powers over their natural 
resources, based on the kind of land claim they have and whether or not they’re completed.  The patchwork of legal situations 
across the country is unavoidable in Canada. First Nations are culturally, politically and economically distinct and are under no 
obligation to function uniformly.  What has arisen in this uncertainty are agreements signed without any reference to aboriginal 
rights and titles. In these cases, First Nations can sometimes decide later they disagree with the terms and walk away, creating a 
whole new round of uncertainty.  Cliffs has a program to provide the Matawa First Nations with prescription drugs used to wean 
people off Oxycontin addiction. The First Nation requested the program, said William Boor, senior vice-president of Cliffs Natural 
Resources Inc., who also attended the committee hearings.  Cliffs did have IBAs with two of the First Nations in the project’s 
vicinity during the exploration stage, but those are no longer in effect as the project prepares for production, said Boor.  The Ring 
of Fire is not the only place where aboriginal rights and titles are ambiguous. A brief survey of resource companies on the federal 
lobbyists registry reveals dozens are asking Ottawa for clarity on their duty to consult aboriginals near a project.  The government 
is performing a review of the federal regulatory regime for major projects.  “We need some direction from the Canadian 
government,” said White Tiger’s Coombes. “What I’m seeing right now disturbs me.”  White Tiger Mining’s two properties in the 
region, Norton Lake and Marshall Lake, are in the very early stages of exploration .... Several more First Nation leaders and 
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companies from northern Ontario will appear at the committee’s next hearing on Thursday."  
http://www.ipolitics.ca/2012/02/14/mining-companies-first-nations-clashing-over-ring-of-fire-mps-told/ http://www.ipolitics.ca/2012/02/14/mining-companies-first-nations-clashing-over-ring-of-fire-mps-told/

13 Feb 12 "Another Bad Day for Mining in Canada - Solid Gold Resources Corp. reports that The Wahgoshig First Nation has issued a claim 
against Her Majesty The Queen In Right of Ontario and Solid Gold Resources Corp.  Among other things, the claim states that 
"the mining act does not establish any requirement on the Crown or the holder of a prospectors licence to consult or 
accommodate aboriginal communities" therefore the act "is unconstitutional and of no force and effect".  The claim is for damages 
for breach of "aboriginal or treaty rights under Section s. 35(1) of the Constitution Act, 1982" and seeks a permanent injunction 
stopping Solid Gold from exploring its Crown granted claims "without the express written consent of Wahgoshig First Nations."  
"This is an important matter and could have a significant impact on Canada's near term economy", stated Darryl Stretch, 
President of Solid Gold.  Solid Gold is appealing to Canadians and Industry across the country for support in mounting an 
effective defence against these claims.  Solid Gold continues to engage with Ontario and Wahgoshig First Nation in an effort to 
bring a swift resolution to this difficult matter while protecting the shareholders right to develop the high grade gold discovery 
known as SG 09 and other promising targets on Solid Gold's claims at Lake Abitibi ...."  http://www.marketwire.com/press-
release/ano

http://www.marketwire.com/press-
ther-bad-day-for-mining-in-canada-tsx-venture-sld-1618798.htm 

 ".... On February 13, 2012, Cliffs Natural Resources Inc. (the "Company") and William A. Brake, Jr., our Executive Vice President, 
Global Metallics, agreed that Mr. Brake would cease employment with us effective March 31, 2012, and he will resign on that date 
from all positions with the Company and its subsidiaries and affiliates. On February 17, 2012, Mr. Brake entered into a separation 
agreement with us entitling him to receive severance benefits, which will include 24 months of base salary continuation, one 
year’s incentive bonus paid at target, an additional cash payment related to a bonus for which he would have been eligible under 
our Management Performance Incentive Plan prorated for the period in 2012 in which he was employed, and continued coverage 
for medical benefits under the Company’s health care plan for active employees up to the earlier of the date in which Mr. Brake 
fails to pay his share of the coverage costs, he reaches age 65 or his death. In exchange for the benefits provided in the 
separation agreement, Mr. Brake has agreed to provide us with a general release of claims ...."  
http://ir.cliffsnaturalresources.com/secfiling.cfm?FilingID=1299933-12-410 http://ir.cliffsnaturalresources.com/secfiling.cfm?FilingID=1299933-12-410  

 "A Thunder Bay business has been fined $27,000 for illegally constructing an airstrip on Crown land, reports Ontario’s Ministry of 
Natural Resources.  Marten Falls Logistics pleaded guilty to unlawfully harvesting forest resources without a licence and 
unlawfully depositing material on public lands. The result of those two guilty pleas was a total of $25,000 in fines.  The MNR says 
Alan Cheeseman, president of the corporation, was fined an additional $2,000 for unlawfully depositing material on public lands.  
The courts heard that in 2009, Marten Falls Logistics was involved in the approval process to build an airstrip on land near the 
Muketei River, which is located about 350 kilometres north of Geraldton, Ont.  Before any approvals were granted, the company 
began constructing the airstrip, consisting of a cleared runway approximately 850 metres long and 60 metres wide.  The court 
heard how during the construction, 5.5 hectares of Crown forest was harvested without a forest resource licence and piles of trees 
and soil were deposited on parts of the airstrip.  Justice of the Peace John Guthrie heard the case in the Ontario Court of Justice, 
Thunder Bay, on Feb. 1, 2012."  http://www.tbnewswatch.com/news/188929/Illegal-airstrip-lands-$27,000-in-fines-for-business http://www.tbnewswatch.com/news/188929/Illegal-airstrip-lands-$27,000-in-fines-for-business

 Cliffs Natural Resources “Notice of Commencement of Draft Terms of Reference for Provincial Environmental Assessment” 
published in Chronicle-Journal (full document available at Cliffs web page here => 
http://www.cliffsnaturalresources.com/EN/aboutus/GlobalOperations/chromite/Documents/TermsofReference_Draft.pdf http://www.cliffsnaturalresources.com/EN/aboutus/GlobalOperations/chromite/Documents/TermsofReference_Draft.pdf  

http://www.ipolitics.ca/2012/02/14/mining-companies-first-nations-clashing-over-ring-of-fire-mps-told/
http://www.marketwire.com/press-
http://ir.cliffsnaturalresources.com/secfiling.cfm?FilingID=1299933-12-410
http://www.tbnewswatch.com/news/188929/Illegal-airstrip-lands-$27,000-in-fines-for-business
http://www.cliffsnaturalresources.com/EN/aboutus/GlobalOperations/chromite/Documents/TermsofReference_Draft.pdf
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 Noront Resources announces Open House for Eagle’s Nest Project in Thunder Bay 23 Feb 12  
12 Feb 12 “Notice of Commencement of Draft Terms of Reference for Provincial Environmental Assessment” created and posted to Cliffs 

Natural Resources web page 
http://www.cliffsnaturalresources.com/EN/aboutus/GlobalOperations/chromite/Documents/TermsofReference_Draft.pdf http://www.cliffsnaturalresources.com/EN/aboutus/GlobalOperations/chromite/Documents/TermsofReference_Draft.pdf  

 “NOTICE OF MEETING  
Standing Committee on Natural Resources 
Tuesday, February 14, 2012 
8:45 a.m. to 10:45 a.m. 
 
Resource Development in Northern Canada 
 
(....) 
  
Witnesses 
  
Cliffs Natural Resources Inc. 
William Boor, Senior Vice-President 
Global Ferroalloys    
 
White Tiger Mining Corp.  
Ronald Coombes, President 
  
Matawa First Nations 
Raymond Ferris, Coordinator 
Ring of Fire 
 
Nishnawbe Aski Nation 
Deputy Grand Chief Les Louttit  
 
(....)"  http://www.parl.gc.ca/HousePublications/Publication.aspx?DocId=5370414&Language=E&Mode=1&Parl=41&Ses=1 or http://www.parl.gc.ca/HousePublications/Publication.aspx?DocId=5370414&Language=E&Mode=1&Parl=41&Ses=1
http://bit.ly/xJIJAq or http://bit.ly/xJIJAq http://ringoffirenews.files.wordpress.com/2012/02/hoc-sc-nat-res-comm-14feb12-meeting-agenda.pdf  or http://ringoffirenews.files.wordpress.com/2012/02/hoc-sc-nat-res-comm-14feb12-meeting-agenda.pdf
http://bit.ly/zXXKQZ http://bit.ly/zXXKQZ  

11 Feb 12 "Noront Resources Ltd. has identified more nickel sulphide and chromite mineralization at its McFauld’s Lake Project in the Ring 
of Fire mining camp.  “While drilling to increase the chromite resource at Blackbird continued to return excellent results, the 
discovery of two new zones of nickel sulphide mineralization within 500 metres of (the company’s) Eagle’s Nest (deposit), 
highlights the tremendous exploration potential of this area,” company CEO Wes Hanson said in a news release.  Both zones of 
nickel sulphide mineralization were identified by a new, ground-based geophysical survey that was completed in November,” he 

http://www.cliffsnaturalresources.com/EN/aboutus/GlobalOperations/chromite/Documents/TermsofReference_Draft.pdf
http://www.parl.gc.ca/HousePublications/Publication.aspx?DocId=5370414&Language=E&Mode=1&Parl=41&Ses=1
http://bit.ly/xJIJAq
http://ringoffirenews.files.wordpress.com/2012/02/hoc-sc-nat-res-comm-14feb12-meeting-agenda.pdf
http://bit.ly/zXXKQZ
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said.  anson noted that the Eagle’s Nest feasibility study is progressing on time and on budget as is the resource update and 
preliminary assessment of the Blackbird chromite deposit.  We continue to work closely with all levels of government to identify an 
environmentally and socially responsible plan for infrastructure development in Northwestern Ontario that will allow Noront to 
meet its objective of commercial nickel production by 2016,” he added.  The company expects to release final capital and 
operating costs of the Eagle’s Nest Project in the second quarter of this year ...."  
http://www.chroniclejournal.com/content/news/local/2012/02/11/more-nickel-sulphide-and-chromite-mineralization-found-mining-
camp
http://www.chroniclejournal.com/content/news/local/2012/02/11/more-nickel-sulphide-and-chromite-mineralization-found-mining-

  
 "Despite living just 90km from a massive diamond mine, Jackie Hookimaw Witt has watched poverty tear at the fabric of 

Attawapiskat, an indigenous community in northern Canada.  The northern Ontario community made international headlines 
recently, when the chief declared a state of emergency, as many houses lacked heating during frozen winters, and families were 
left sleeping in storage sheds, shacks or run-down trailers, often with no running water.  "Why are our people living in such 
extreme poverty when we are so close to this rich mine?" asked Witt, a mining critic born and raised in Attawapiskat. "There is 
something wrong with this."  As mining companies around the world reap profits from high commodity prices, people in 
Attawapiskat are demanding a bigger slice of the pie from the diamonds extracted from their traditional territory.  "Our native 
politicians are pushing for revenue sharing," where resource royalties from the Victor diamond mine would go directly to 
indigenous administrations, known as band councils, rather than straight to the provincial government, Witt told Al Jazeera .... A 
spokesperson for De Beers, the international firm which owns the Victor mine, told Al Jazeera that Canada’s government and 
indigenous groups need to work out some kind of revenue sharing agreement.  Presently, De Beers pays money to Attawapiskat 
via a trust fund the company has set up, although it says it is not mandated by law to do this.  "There are direct financial payments 
to the community on a regular basis," De Beers spokesman Tom Ormsby told Al Jazeera, although neither he nor representatives 
from Attawapiskat have disclosed the amount.  The company has spent about $325m on contracts with indigenous-run business 
for services such as catering and contracting, Ormsby said. "More than 100 community members work at the mine."  The mine 
extracts about 600,000 carats of diamonds per year. "In the short period of time we have been involved with the community, we 
have seen a lot of progress," said Ormsby, adding, "we don’t want to dismiss the long term challenges the community has." .... 
Critics say the company profits at the expense of local communities and public revenue. "In 2010, the company reported that they 
didn't pay any taxes at either of their Canadian mines," said Ramsey Hart, an analyst with Mining Watch Canada, an 
environmental watchdog.  Diamond royalties are set at 12 per cent of profits, Hart said. "Despite taking millions of dollars worth of 
diamonds out of the ground, the company has tried to show that it isn’t making any profit so it hasn’t been paying taxes." His 
claims on royalties could not be independently verified.  Hart wants to see a new tax structure, where mining companies have to 
pay according to the value of what they take out of the ground.  "When prices [for commodities] are high, the tax rate should 
increase accordingly," he told Al Jazeera. Mandatory revenue sharing with indigenous communities should also be reflected in an 
updated tax structure, he said .... With natural resource extraction driving Canada’s economy, the federal government is keen to 
have more big projects such as the De Beers Victor mine.  But some native leaders have warned of increased strife between 
corporations and indigenous people if a broader agreement on resource royalties is not reached, as frustration boils over, with 
wealth and poverty sitting side-by-side.  "The settlers have not fulfilled their obligations [signed under treaties with natives]," Chief 
Beardy said. "They are taking all the benefits derived from the land. As a result, we are extremely poor.""  
http://www.aljazeera.com/indepth/features/2012/02/201221017545565952.html http://www.aljazeera.com/indepth/features/2012/02/201221017545565952.html

http://www.chroniclejournal.com/content/news/local/2012/02/11/more-nickel-sulphide-and-chromite-mineralization-found-mining-
http://www.aljazeera.com/indepth/features/2012/02/201221017545565952.html
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 ".... (Lakehead University’s Chris) Southcott, a professor in the sociology program, said his project is looking to see what worked 
for northern communities who benefited from resource development and apply those practices to communities that haven’t 
developed as well.  He said it’s important to look into this because some of the biggest social and economic problems happen in 
northern communities even though they produce a lot of wealth.  “It’s kind of paradoxical,” Southcott said. “They have so much 
wealth but so many problems and so much poverty. Very few of the wealth produced stays in these communities. I think people in 
the south should care because they have to face the reality that they share nations with people in the north. If something isn’t 
done then we’re going to have continuous problems with these communities and they are going to pay for it anyway.”  He added 
he would like additional funding to look into the development of the Ring of Fire and how that has impacted communities."  
http://www.tbnewswatch.com/entertainment/188763/Researching-to-help http://www.tbnewswatch.com/entertainment/188763/Researching-to-help  

10 Feb 12 "A Canadian investment bank is joining with a state-owned Chinese bank to establish a $1-billion fund that will invest in Canadian 
energy and mining projects.  Toronto-based Canaccord Financial and the Export-Import Bank of China (Eximbank) say their 
Canada-China Natural Resource Fund will focus on public and private natural resources. It will raise money from investors in 
China and abroad.  The joint fund was unveiled Thursday as part of Prime Minister Stephen Harper’s current trade mission to 
China.  While news reports of the deal have focused on potential investment in big Canadian energy projects, specifically the 
Alberta oil sands, the fund could also affect Ontario’s mining sector, where Chinese involvement has been growing over the past 
few years.  Last May, for instance, Toronto-based Noront Resources said it had dealt a 9.9-per-cent stake to Hong Kong-based 
Baosteel Resources, a subsidiary of one of China’s largest steel makers in a strategic investment that would support development 
of its promising nickel and chromite properties in Ontario’s Ring of Fire mineral zone.  Baosteel, which gained a seat on the 
Noront board, will have an opportunity to purchase up to 19.9 per cent of the company.  In making the May announcement, 
Noront President and CEO Wes Hanson called it “the initial step in a potential long-term partnership that provides Noront access 
to one of China’s largest steel producers and China’s rapidly expanding stainless steel industry”  Noront says it intends to spend 
about $15 million this year advancing its Ring of Fire properties in Ontario’s far north."  
http://insupportofmining.wordpress.com/2012/02/10/fund-to-tap-chinese-for-canadian-projects/ http://insupportofmining.wordpress.com/2012/02/10/fund-to-tap-chinese-for-canadian-projects/

 "Solid Gold Resources Corp. (“Solid Gold”) (TSXV: SLD) reports that it has served Notice of Claim against Her Majesty the 
Queen in Right of Ontario. The company has served a notice of claim against Ontario. Under the Proceedings Against the Crown 
Act a formal Statement of Claim cannot be issued until a 60-day hold period has expired. Solid Gold will allege that Ontario is 
liable for losses suffered by the company.  The company had been engaged in a mineral exploration on the Wahgoshig First 
Nation’s traditional lands. The First Nation sought court action, and has received an injunction that halts all drilling and 
exploration. On January 7th, 2012, The Ontario Superior Court ordered a 120 day halt in their exploration efforts. The judgement 
states that “The duty to consult and accommodate, which is at the heart of this injunction motion resides in the honour of the 
Crown. While the Crown may delegate operational aspects of the duty to third parties, such as Solid Gold, the Crown bears the 
ultimate legal responsibility to ensure the duty is furfilled”.  Solid Gold reported earlier today it has successfully obtained an Order 
from the Mining and Lands Commissioner of the Province of Ontario that, effective November 16, 2011, Solid Gold’s mining 
claims at Lake Abitibi will remain in good standing as long as the proceeding with the First Nations is ongoing.  “When the 
proceeding has been determined Solid Gold will make application with the Mining and Lands Commissioner, pursuant to the 
Mining Act (Ontario), for an Order to extend the time required to complete assessment work on the mining claims”, stated Darryl 
Stretch, Chief Executive Officer of Solid Gold."  http://netnewsledger.com/2012/02/10/wahgoshig-first-nation-vs-solid-gold-http://netnewsledger.com/2012/02/10/wahgoshig-first-nation-vs-solid-gold-

http://www.tbnewswatch.com/entertainment/188763/Researching-to-help
http://insupportofmining.wordpress.com/2012/02/10/fund-to-tap-chinese-for-canadian-projects/
http://netnewsledger.com/2012/02/10/wahgoshig-first-nation-vs-solid-gold-
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resources-court-battle-continues/ 
9 Feb 12 ".... Steve Demmings, CEO of  (Thunder Bay’s) Community Economic Development Commission, said some perspective is 

needed when examining census data.  “The backdrop is one of the toughest periods of labour adjustment . . . in our region’s 
history,” he said. “We were in the midst of a very challenging global economic downtown, the worst in 50 years.  “For years one of 
our fundamental pillars of the economy has been challenged — forestry. But I think that, when you look at what’s happening 
today . . . we are the eye in the storm in terms of having all the resources that the world wants.  “The palladium, the gold, the 
silver, the chromium. The Ring of Fire. We’re seeing very strong demand for specific skill sets,” said Demmings ...."  
http://www.chroniclejournal.com/content/news/local/2012/02/09/we%E2%80%99re-rebound-hobbs http://www.chroniclejournal.com/content/news/local/2012/02/09/we%E2%80%99re-rebound-hobbs

 "Canaccord Financial Inc. (Canaccord) and the Import Export Bank of China (Eximbank) are pleased to announce their intent to 
establish a US$1 billion fund focused specifically on investing in the Canadian resource sector.  A memorandum of understanding 
to create the "Canada-China Natural Resource Fund" (CCRF) was signed this morning by Paul Reynolds, President and CEO of 
Canaccord Financial Inc., and Zhu Xinqiang, Vice President of Eximbank, in the presence of the Canadian Prime Minister, the 
Right Honourable Stephen Harper, and Vice Premier Li Keqiang of China.  The principal objectives of the CCRF are to:  Invest in 
both public and private natural resource and energy companies or projects in Canada, and in companies that are listed, or have 
the potential to list on, Canadian stock exchanges; Promote interaction and sustainable development among Chinese, Canadian 
and other natural resources companies, and; Create opportunities for substantial returns on investment through the strategic and 
market-oriented allocation of Fund capital ...."  http://www.newswire.ca/en/story/918583/canaccord-and-china-s-eximbank-
announce

http://www.newswire.ca/en/story/918583/canaccord-and-china-s-eximbank-
-their-intent-to-establish-a-1-billion-natural-resource-fund 

 
"Canaccord Financial and China's deep-pocketed Eximbank announced plans on Thursday to form a $1 billion fund to invest in 
Canadian resources, the newest push by the Asian giant to gain access to Canada's oil and minerals.  Canaccord, a large 
independent brokerage with a commanding presence in Canadian junior and midcap mining companies, and the state Import 
Export Bank of China announced the plans while Canadian Prime Minister Stephen Harper, who is pushing to boost bilateral 
trade ties with China, is visiting Beijing.  "Canaccord's deep knowledge of the resource sector and Canada's strong natural 
resource industry will be highly complementary to the interests of investors and the continued demand for energy and other 
resources," Canaccord Chief Executive Paul Reynolds said after the fund was announced in China.  Chinese investment in 
Canadian assets is rising fast, nurtured by Ottawa's focus on exporting oil and other goods to China and other booming Asian 
economies. China imports no oil from Canada at present.  The impetus to diversify oil exports grew last month after U.S. 
President Barack Obama vetoed TransCanada's Corp's Keystone XL pipeline, which would have carried crude from Alberta's oil 
sands to Texas refineries.  The Canada-China Natural Resource Fund will invest in public and private projects in Canada and 
promote interaction between Chinese and Canadian resource companies ...."  
http://www.reuters.com/article/2012/02/09/canaccordfinancial-idUSL4E8D93MC20120209 http://www.reuters.com/article/2012/02/09/canaccordfinancial-idUSL4E8D93MC20120209

 "Gilles Bisson, Timmins-James Bay MPP went to visit the Ring of Fire area last week and said the government needs to get 
involved to keep the mining in Ontario.  “In the last election the NDP’s platform stated that all of the processing should be kept in 
Ontario,” said MPP Bisson. “We believe the companies should be mandated to process it here an the government can offer up a 
carrot by paying part of the infrastructure such as hydro, water and roads, just like they do down south for big companies.”  MPP 
Bisson added that the NDP will be presenting their position outlining different ways the province can assist the companies in 

http://www.chroniclejournal.com/content/news/local/2012/02/09/we%E2%80%99re-rebound-hobbs
http://www.newswire.ca/en/story/918583/canaccord-and-china-s-eximbank-
http://www.reuters.com/article/2012/02/09/canaccordfinancial-idUSL4E8D93MC20120209
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keeping all processing in Ontario.  “In exchange for helping the companies with the infrastructure, the province will benefit,” 
explained MPP Bisson. “ package can be put together that is beneficial to everyone. The province can help the companies with 
the infrastructure and the companies in turn can keep the jobs and work in the north.”  He added that he believes Noront 
Resources Limited will be the first out of the gate this spring with the nickel and copper mines, followed by their chromite in four or 
five years.  “This is a perfect opportunity to help many in the north,” said MPP Bisson. “Once the nickel and copper are mined they 
can be shipped to Sudbury,” said MPP Bisson. “The government and companies could look at building new factories to deal with 
the chromite as well, currently Timmins and Sudbury would have the electric capability ...."  
http://www.kapuskasingtimes.com/ArticleDisplay.aspx?e=3466377 http://www.kapuskasingtimes.com/ArticleDisplay.aspx?e=3466377

 ".... While the Ring of Fire may be bringing jobs to Ontario’s North, it appears that, at least for now, they may be finding their way 
to the Northeast and not the Northwest.  Sudbury, where Cliffs Natural Resources will likely build a ferrachrome processcing 
facility, is up 1.6 per cent, a sharp contrast to the overall 4.7 per cent decline in the Northwest, according to figures provided by 
Lakehead University economist Liveo Di Matteo.  The LU professor said employment and gross domestic product dropped about 
10 per cent over the past five years as the forest industry collapsed around us.  But, given those numbers, he said, Thunder Bay 
has showd resiliency, so it’s not all doom-and-gloom.  He even predicts, if the Ring of Fire does proceed as anticipated, growth 
may not be far behind."  http://www.tbnewswatch.com/opinion/188317/EDITORIAL-Down,-but-not-out-yet http://www.tbnewswatch.com/opinion/188317/EDITORIAL-Down,-but-not-out-yet

 "@NorontResources Proud Sponsor of the LITTLE BANDS NATIVE YOUTH HOCKEY TOURNAMENT Feb 14-19 | GOOD LUCK 
| ow.ly/8YKqb #FirstNation #NorthernOntario"  http://twitter.com/#!/NorontResources/statuses/167707803283234817 http://twitter.com/#!/NorontResources/statuses/167707803283234817

 "@NorontResources Hear from Noront's CFO, Greg Rieveley on Eagle's Nest Project and its benefits for Ontario | ow.ly/8YN8l | 
#mining #NorthernOntario "  http://twitter.com/#!/NorontResources/statuses/167716222593540096 http://twitter.com/#!/NorontResources/statuses/167716222593540096

 "The Ministry of Northern Development and Mines (“MNDM”) has released the revised Draft Class Environmental Assessment for 
Mining (the “Mining Class EA”) for public comment until February 21, 2012*. The Mining Class EA replaces two declaration orders 
on discretionary land tenure decision-making and mine rehabilitation**. While the main purpose behind the Mining Class EA is to 
reduce the environmental impact of mining, those that hoped this document would help resolve competing land use issues and 
facilitate mining exploration and development may be disappointed.  Rather than reducing uncertainty by creating a clear set of 
workable rules to balance environmental protection and mining development, MNDM has left all major components of the Mining 
Class EA up to their discretion. Over the next few months we will release a series of articles on whether increased government 
discretion will advance both environmental protection and mining development, but in the meantime we wanted to discuss Mining 
Class EA and the basic issues of concern.  The Mining Class EA sets up a system to assess and mitigate the environmental and 
social impacts of mining projects that are “predictable and manageable”. The Mining Class EA only covers mine rehabilitation 
activities or actions that require MNDM discretion such as granting: some mining and surface rights, title to Crown lands for 
mining, or permission for the removal of bulk ore samples for testing. The Mining Class EA does not cover non-discretionary 
decisions such as prospecting, staking and the granting of mining claims and leases. It is unclear if prospecting, staking and 
exploration will still be exempt from the Mining Class EA when MNDM issues new regulations on Aboriginal consultation and 
mining exploration licensing later in 2012 (See our Jan. 12 post).  Since the Mining Class EA is limited only to MNDM 
discretionary decisions, the environmental assessment may not incorporate all circumstances that exist on the ground. MNDM 
staff may be tempted to exercise their discretion to broaden their review and look at decisions made under other legislation. This 
could create an additional risk for miners by bringing in land tenure decisions made under the Public Lands Act or the Planning 

http://www.kapuskasingtimes.com/ArticleDisplay.aspx?e=3466377
http://www.tbnewswatch.com/opinion/188317/EDITORIAL-Down,-but-not-out-yet
http://twitter.com/#!/NorontResources/statuses/167707803283234817
http://twitter.com/#!/NorontResources/statuses/167716222593540096
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Act (for organized municipalities) in to the environmental assessment process.  Projects covered by the Mining Class EA are 
categorized from A to D with environmental effects ranging from none (Category A) to significant (Category D). With larger 
potential environmental impacts comes a more onerous process with greater consultation requirements and the creation of a 
detailed Environmental Study Report.  Projects that have high enough impacts that are not “predictable and manageable” cannot 
be covered under the Mining Class EA. These projects are subject to the more stringent and time-consuming individual 
environmental assessment under the Environmental Assessment Act (Category E) and any person can request that a project be 
“bumped-up” from a Mining Class EA to an individual assessment.  The problem with this “predictable and manageable” standard 
is that mining is inherently unpredictable. Miners won’t know the environmental impact of the tailings or the value of their ore in 
the ground until they dig it up. It is unclear how MNDM will use their discretion to interpret this “predictable and manageable” 
standard but given the difference between the shorter Mining Class EA process and the potential large delays with an individual 
assessment there is the potential for lawsuits on this issue in the near future.  The Mining Class EA represents a real missed 
opportunity to create a win-win for both environmentalists and miners. This could have been accomplished by limiting government 
discretion, streamlining the mining development process, and by coordinating the planning and land tenure requirements between 
the Mining, Public Lands and Planning Acts. A more robust Mining Class EA would trade minimum environmental standards for 
mines (good for enviros) for an expedited process that lets mining companies get all the permits they need fast (good for miners). 
Instead, the Mining Class EA creates a new cumbersome process for miners that fails to address the other permits needed for 
basic mining infrastructure under the Planning Act, the Public Lands Act and the Far North Act.  While creating a “one-stop-shop” 
for miners would require better communication between MNDM, the Ministry of Natural Resources and others, it would greatly 
facilitate the mining development process. In the next few months, we will release a series of articles on the current mine 
development process and how the Ontario government could streamline the system.  *A Class Environmental Assessment for 
Activities of the Ministry of Northern Development and Mines under the Mining Act – Draft, January 23, 2012. Available at: 
http://www.mndm.gov.on.ca/mines/mineral_development_and_lands_branch/ea/default_e.asp. "  http://www.mndm.gov.on.ca/mines/mineral_development_and_lands_branch/ea/default_e.asp.
http://www.lexology.com/library/detail.aspx?g=27833934-8676-4fc9-b149-54278e8de7d1&l=7G89AA0 http://www.lexology.com/library/detail.aspx?g=27833934-8676-4fc9-b149-54278e8de7d1&l=7G89AA0

8 Feb 12 "A proposed Noront Resources nickel mine in Ontario’s Ring of Fire mineral zone is moving forward on schedule, with the Eagle’s 
Nest feasibility study progressing on time and on budget, the company says.  “We continue to work closely with all levels of 
government to identify an environmentally and socially responsible plan for infrastructure development in northwestern Ontario 
that will allow Noront to meet its objective of commercial nickel production by 2016,” said Noront CEO Wes Hanson, in an upbeat 
report this week on the company’s latest drill results.  The company said it expects to be release final capital and operating costs 
early in the second quarter.  Noront wants to develop an underground nickel-copper-platinum multi-metal mine with an anticipated 
life of about 11 years. The development would include an underground concentrate processing facility and an all-season access 
road from Pickle Lake to Webequie Junction, to the south of Webequie First Nation. A concentrate pipeline would run from 
Webequie Junction to the mine site.  The proposal is currently undergoing a comprehensive review under the auspices of the 
Canadian Environmental Assessment Agency. As part of that process, the company is holding open houses in communities in 
northwestern Ontario. It reports that it signed a Memorandum of Understanding with Eabametoong First Nation during the open 
house in that community.  The company is also looking at the possibility of developing a chromite deposit on its Ring of Fire 
Blackbird property.  “An initial preliminary assessment of chromite mining with ferrochrome production in northwestern Ontario is 
targeted for completion late in the second quarter of 2012,” the release said."  

http://www.mndm.gov.on.ca/mines/mineral_development_and_lands_branch/ea/default_e.asp.
http://www.lexology.com/library/detail.aspx?g=27833934-8676-4fc9-b149-54278e8de7d1&l=7G89AA0
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http://insupportofmining.wordpress.com/2012/02/08/noront-working-to-hit-2016-target-for-ring-of-fire-mine/ http://insupportofmining.wordpress.com/2012/02/08/noront-working-to-hit-2016-target-for-ring-of-fire-mine/
 "The Centre for Excellence in Mining Innovation (CEMI) is hosting a symposium Feb. 9 focusing on how the Ring of Fire mineral 

deposits can help with economic development in northern communities.  “We recognize the urgent need for change in the 
conditions that exist in northern communities, and to facilitate the development of the mining operations, and other businesses, 
that can bring economic development to these communities,” according to an online description of the symposium.  “The goal in 
organizing this event is to bring new ideas about infrastructure and social organization to the discussion about economic 
development for remote communities.  “Setting aside political issues for the day, we will focus the discussion on practical 
solutions to the problems that have hindered progress for so long, including the implementation of sophisticated communication 
technology, alternative transportation systems, alternative energy solution and purpose-built housing.”  The symposium takes 
place in the auditorium at the Willet Green Miller Centre from 8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m ...."  
http://www.northernlife.ca/news/localNews/2012/02/08-ring-of-fire-symposium-sudbury.aspx http://www.northernlife.ca/news/localNews/2012/02/08-ring-of-fire-symposium-sudbury.aspx

 "The province’s energy strategy needs serious work, says the head of the Nishnawbe Aski Development Fund.  Harvey Yesno, 
the organization’s president, on Tuesday said Ontario must find a solution to high energy costs that have threatened 
developments like Cliffs Natural Resources proposed Ring of Fire ferrochrome processing facility.  Yesno said in addition to up to 
1,300 direct jobs being created by the project, the need for electricity could vastly improve the lives of remote First Nation 
communities, most of which use diesel power to generate expensive electricity, limiting their ability to grow.  “What we have is a 
lot of communities in the Far North that are paying a high cost for power. They don’t have any chance at all of not only offering 
power, but the rates there are exorbitant, because … they’re all independently generated power systems,” Yesno said.  “You 
have to fly in fuel and sometimes by winter roads it’s better. There’s just huge infrastructure deficit cost, particularly in energy.”  
There’s no way to offer industrial power rates, which lead to higher costs at the check-out and subsequently a more expensive 
way of life.  “The communities are paying 20 cents a kilowatt hour. That’s just residential. If you have institutional or office rates, 
they’re paying 60 cents a kilowatt. In some cases it’s over a dollar. So that’s not attractive for somebody to actually want to start a 
business or locate a business in these communities.”  Yesno said with the potential for resource development in the North, it’s 
time for the province, federal government, communities and private sector partners to come together to figure out how best to 
deliver the infrastructure needed.  “I think the communities deserve to have reliable energy and cost-effective energy, just like the 
rest of the province,” Yesno said.  Liberal MPP Michael Gravelle said last week that the province will work with Cliffs Natural 
Resources to ensure the FPF is built in Ontario, but would not commit when asked if he would fight for a Northern energy rate."  
http://www.tbnewswatch.com/news/131074/NADF-weighs-in-on-hydro-rate-and-Ring-of-Fire-impacts http://www.tbnewswatch.com/news/131074/NADF-weighs-in-on-hydro-rate-and-Ring-of-Fire-impacts

 ".... The Ontario Chamber of Commerce, which represents 60,000 businesses in the province, sees the dip in the economy and 
declining population growth as one issue. All the economic trends in the province, such as a faltering manufacturing sector, are 
related to population trends, said Angie Brennand, the chamber's vice-president of policy and government relations.  "Ontario is 
really facing a turning point in its economic history," she said .... Numbers aside, Brennand still sees a need to position Ontario 
back on top. Among the suggestions to turn around the declining growth — and the economy — are delving into a resource-rich 
area of northern Ontario, known as the "Ring of Fire."  According to the Ontario government, the area stretching west of James 
Bay has one of the key ingredients needed to make stainless steel — chromite.  The economic benefits could be a boon for local 
First Nations communities, if the area is heavily mined.  Taking a page out of the West's boom, Brennand said, tapping those 
resources should attract more newcomers to Ontario.  "At the end of the day, if we can usher in Ontario's next great economic era 

http://insupportofmining.wordpress.com/2012/02/08/noront-working-to-hit-2016-target-for-ring-of-fire-mine/
http://www.northernlife.ca/news/localNews/2012/02/08-ring-of-fire-symposium-sudbury.aspx
http://www.tbnewswatch.com/news/131074/NADF-weighs-in-on-hydro-rate-and-Ring-of-Fire-impacts
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that will in turn, bring people and jobs to Ontario," she said. "That will result in some pretty strong population numbers." ...."  
http://www.vancouversun.com/health/Census+Ontario+growth+slows+along+with+economy/6119878/story.html http://www.vancouversun.com/health/Census+Ontario+growth+slows+along+with+economy/6119878/story.html

 ".... At a Parliament study hearing on northern resources Wednesday, Nickel Belt MP Claude Gravelle used the appearance of a 
Northeastern Ontario group to raise the “good and bad” of foreign ownership and takeovers of mining companies and the giant 
chromite Ring of Fire project.  Citing this week’s news on a Polish firm takeover bid of Quadra FNX, Gravelle acknowledged 
foreign ownership sometimes will happen but Canada’s record has not been good on takeovers.  “Contrary to what some people 
will tend to make you believe, the NDP is not against foreign ownership, but we are against foreign takeovers,” Gravelle said. “I 
have three private member’s bills that would make foreign takeovers more transparent, would involve the communities, and would 
involve workers.”  “We have concerns about this government’s lack of dedication in protecting Canadians.”  Brennain Lloyd, 
testifying for Northwatch, a public interest organization concerned with environmental protection and social development in North-
eastern Ontario, urged that sustainable development principles on ecological limits and impacts be respected for major projects 
like the Ring of Fire.  “While we certainly recognize that mining activities bring economic activities and there will be certain 
benefits at both the local and larger scale, it is important that these be assessed and weighed very pragmatically, within longer 
term economic challenges that inevitably move in when the mine runs out and the mining companies move on.”  Lloyd said the 
Ring of Fire needs a regional and comprehensive environment assessment given the number of development projects being 
contemplated, plus its related infrastructure.  First Nations communities in the region who have met with Gravelle and other 
Northern Ontario NDP MPs made it clear they favour the Ring of Fire project but want a real voice and partnership as the massive 
mine project moves forward."   http://www.sootoday.com/content/news/details.asp?c=36716 http://www.sootoday.com/content/news/details.asp?c=36716  

7 Feb 12 "@NorontResources LISTEN LIVE, Feb 8 to Noront DJ @scottjaycub on the MIKAWAA RADIO HOUR at 2PM EST on 
WAWATAY RADIO! | http://ow.ly/8VaSl or BellTV ch962 "  http://ow.ly/8VaSl http://twitter.com/#!/NorontResources/statuses/166885019615367168 http://twitter.com/#!/NorontResources/statuses/166885019615367168

 "@NorontResources @WomenInMiningTB excited to have Women in Mining in Thunder Bay #NorthernOntario #Mining "  
http://twitter.com/#!/NorontResources/statuses/166979823078621184 http://twitter.com/#!/NorontResources/statuses/166979823078621184

 "KWG Resources Inc. will host its Annual and General Meeting of Shareholders on February 29, 2012 at 11:00am (local time) at 
the Saint-James Club of Montreal, 1145 Union Avenue, Montreal, Quebec.  The purposes of the meeting are described in the 
Notice of Annual and Special Meeting of Shareholders mailed to shareholders February 2, 2012 and available on SEDAR at 
www.sedar.com . The Notice of Meeting sets out a number of matters that shareholders are being asked to vote on, including www.sedar.com
three proposed changes to the Company's Articles of Incorporation.  KWG has many shares outstanding and for some years 
these have traded in a range of as little as $0.05 per share to as much as $0.14 per share. It is proposed to let all shareholders 
wishing to do so acquire with each fifty of their present shares one new multiple-voting share, provided that these may be 
converted back into the fifty subordinate voting shares at any subsequent time of their choosing. It is hoped that if enough 
shareholders elect to convert some of their holdings into multiple-voting shares, these may be separately listed for trading so that 
they could qualify for broker margin loans.  Shareholders are also being asked to approve a change of jurisdiction so that the law 
governing KWG's constitution will be the federal Canada Business Corporations Act ("CBCA"). As Quebec recently adopted 
changes to its company law statute, it is now available to KWG to make this transition easily and so reduce its operating costs by 
domiciling in Toronto where its management resides.  Also, shareholders are being asked to give the KWG Board of Directors 
authority to possibly create and issue Special Shares if there is an opportunity to do so. The Special Shares will not have priority 
to KWG's common shares, but may be created with features that will be useful in further financing the company, or acquiring 

http://www.vancouversun.com/health/Census+Ontario+growth+slows+along+with+economy/6119878/story.html
http://www.sootoday.com/content/news/details.asp?c=36716
http://ow.ly/8VaSl
http://twitter.com/#!/NorontResources/statuses/166885019615367168
http://twitter.com/#!/NorontResources/statuses/166979823078621184
http://www.sedar.com
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additional assets ...."  http://www.marketwatch.com/story/kwg-announces-annual-and-general-meeting-of-shareholders-2012-02-
07

http://www.marketwatch.com/story/kwg-announces-annual-and-general-meeting-of-shareholders-2012-02-
  

 
"KWG Resources Inc. (TSXV: KWG) will host its Annual and General Meeting of Shareholders on February 29, 2012 at 11:00am 
(local time) at the Saint-James Club of Montreal, 1145 Union Avenue, Montreal, Quebec.  KWG also owns 100% of Canada 
Chrome Corporation which has staked claims and conducted a $15 million surveying and soil testing program for the engineering 
and construction of a railroad to the Ring of Fire from Exton, Ontario where the Trans Canada line of the Canadian National 
Railway can be connected.  The purposes of the meeting are described in the Notice of Annual and Special Meeting of 
Shareholders mailed to shareholders February 2, 2012 and available on SEDAR at www.sedar.com. The Notice of Meeting sets www.sedar.com.
out a number of matters that shareholders are being asked to vote on, including three proposed changes to the Company’s 
Articles of Incorporation ...."  http://netnewsledger.com/2012/02/07/kwg-resources-will-host-agm-february-29-2012/ http://netnewsledger.com/2012/02/07/kwg-resources-will-host-agm-february-29-2012/

 "Today’s small-cap stocks to watch .... Noront Resources Ltd. (NOT-X), which lost 2.5 per cent on Monday, announced the 
remaining results from the company's 2011 exploration program and provided an update on the Eagle's Nest Project at the 
company's McFaulds Lake Project, in the Ring of Fire, James Bay Lowlands, Ontario ...."  http://www.theglobeandmail.com/globe-
investor/investment

http://www.theglobeandmail.com/globe-
-ideas/small-caps/todays-small-cap-stocks-to-watch/article2329225/ 

 "Aboriginal youth now have another way to get involved in the mining industry — Oshki-Pimache-O-Win Education and Training 
Institute’s L2M: Learning 2 Mine project.  “We are trying to get NAN youth ready for the Ring of Fire,” said Gordon Kakegamic, 
Oshki-Pimache-O-Win’s e-learning coordinator. “There are so many different development activities happening out there, the 
Musselwhite Mine, the Victor Mine, the Northgate Minerals Mine, and so many opportunities for Aboriginal youth.”  Kakegamic 
has heard plenty of interest from community members about careers in the mining industry.  “Some of them just want to jump into 
the technical stream,” Kakegamic said. “They want to learn how to use equipment, and I tell them you have to start with the 
fundamental knowledge and skills.”  Kakegamic said the youth web portal, which will likely be launched in late 2012, provides 
features for youth engagement, mining literacy, career guidance and recruitment to get Aboriginal youth into technical mining 
training programs across Ontario.  The L2M also includes an Essential Skills Online program that provides students with the 
fundamental knowledge and skills to apply for employment and training programs in the mining industry.  “Aboriginal people are 
Canada’s youngest population and a very fast growing population,” said Kellie Leitch, parliamentary secretary to the Minister of 
Human Resources and Skills Development, during a Feb. 4 announcement at Oshki-Pimache-O-Win in Thunder Bay. “It is 
therefore in all of our interests to see Aboriginal people educated, skilled and employed.”  Leitch said $700,000 was being 
provided for the L2M project from the federal government’s Skills and Partnership Fund, which was launched in July 2010 with a 
federal investment of $210 million over five years to encourage partnerships between Aboriginal organizations and the 
government, business and community organizations creating opportunities for Aboriginal people.  “By working with partners such 
as (Oshki-Pimache-O-Win), we are ensuring that Aboriginal Canadians can take full advantage of economic opportunities, 
whether it be in local areas here or elsewhere in Canada,” Leitch said.  Oshki-Pimache-O-Win’s L2M project will provide about 
100 Aboriginal youth with the mining literacy and essential skills development, training and work experience needed to work in the 
mining industry ...."  http://www.wawataynews.ca/archive/all/2012/2/7/getting-youth-ready-ring-fire_22385 http://www.wawataynews.ca/archive/all/2012/2/7/getting-youth-ready-ring-fire_22385

6 Feb 12 "Youth representatives from several Nishnawbe Aski Nation communities will meet Tuesday in Thunder Bay at the Oshkaatisak 
Niigaan Oji Gathering.  The youth conference, which runs Tuesday to Thursday at the Best Western Nor’Wester, is hosted by the 

http://www.marketwatch.com/story/kwg-announces-annual-and-general-meeting-of-shareholders-2012-02-
http://www.sedar.com.
http://netnewsledger.com/2012/02/07/kwg-resources-will-host-agm-february-29-2012/
http://www.theglobeandmail.com/globe-
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Oshkaatisak Council (formerly Decade for Youth). The group consists of young people from various NAN communities who are 
committed to increasing the quality of life in First Nation communities .... There will also be sessions on healthy needs, gang 
prevention, youth in First Nations governance, women empowerment, economic development, and a career fair centred on health 
and opportunities related to the Ring of Fire ...."  http://www.chroniclejournal.com/content/news/local/2012/02/06/nan-youth-seek-
bright

http://www.chroniclejournal.com/content/news/local/2012/02/06/nan-youth-seek-
-future 

 “Noront Resources Ltd. is pleased to announce the remaining results from the Company's 2011 exploration program and to 
provide an update on the Eagle's Nest Project at the Company's McFaulds Lake Project, in the Ring of Fire, James Bay 
Lowlands, Ontario .... Wes Hanson, CEO of Noront states: "While drilling to increase the chromite resource at Blackbird continued 
to return excellent results, the discovery of two new zones of nickel sulphide mineralization, within 500 metres of Eagle's Nest, 
highlights the tremendous exploration potential of this area. Both zones of nickel sulphide mineralization were identified by a new, 
ground based geophysical survey that was completed in November. In light of the results, Management decided to expand the 
survey area to include the Eagle Two and AT12 areas and raised additional flow through funds to drill test the resulting targets 
during the first quarter of 2012." Mr. Hanson also added:  "The Eagle's Nest Feasibility Study is progressing on time and on 
budget as is the resource update and Preliminary Assessment of the Blackbird chromite deposit. We continue to work closely with 
all levels of government to identify an environmentally and socially responsible plan for infrastructure development in 
northwestern Ontario that will allow Noront to meet its objective of commercial nickel production by 2016." .... The Company 
initiated a ground based geophysical survey near the Eagle's Nest deposit in October 2011. The survey established the 
geophysical signature of the Eagle's Nest deposit, which was then used to evaluate the area around the Eagle's Nest deposit for 
potential nickel sulphide targets. Multiple targets were identified. All of the targets identified were buried targets, within two to 
three hundred metres from surface. Three of the buried targets were selected for drill testing based on the strength of the 
geophysical response and the fit of the target within the litho-structural model of the Eagle's Nest area.  Drilling was completed in 
early December and visual observation of the core indicated that two of the three holes had intersected nickel sulphide 
mineralization, suggesting the new geophysics successfully identified previously unrecognized nickel sulphide mineralization. The 
Company's geologists and geophysical advisors believe the new geophysical survey accurately identifies buried nickel sulphide 
mineralization that airborne surveys of the camp could not detect.  Management decided to expand the geophysical survey area 
to include the Eagle Two and AT12 targets. Field work commenced in early December and continued until early January, 2012. 
Initial post processing of the geophysical data has identified multiple targets at AT12 and additional targets close to Eagle's Nest 
that have not been drill tested. The Company is currently drilling these targets and plans to complete the initial drill program in the 
first quarter of 2012.  In January 2012, analytical results from the three-hole drill program were received and the results confirmed 
the presence of nickel sulphide mineralization. Hole NOT-11-1G243 intersected over 37 metres of low-grade nickel sulphide 
mineralization, 250 metres south of the Eagle's Nest deposit, at a depth of approximately 250 metres from surface. Individual 
samples within this interval returned much higher nickel, platinum and palladium grades over smaller intervals. Hole NOT-11-
1G244 intersected 1.0% nickel over an approximate 3.0 metre core interval on a separate zone 250 metres south of the 
mineralization intersected in Hole NOT-11-1G243 .... The Eagle's Nest Feasibility Study is progressing on time and on budget. 
The Company expects to be able to release final capital and operating costs early in the second quarter of 2012. Work to date by 
the Company's independent consultants has been consistent with the results of the pre-feasibility study and as a result the 
Company does not expect any material changes or delays in completing the Feasibility Study.  The Canadian Environmental 

http://www.chroniclejournal.com/content/news/local/2012/02/06/nan-youth-seek-
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Assessment Agency (CEAA) recommended a Comprehensive Review Process for the Eagle's Nest Project. Draft Terms of 
Reference and a Draft Environmental Impact Statement Guidelines have been made available for public comment. The Final EIS 
Guidelines are now available from CEAA .... The Company is actively arranging community open houses to present our project 
development plans to communities in northwestern Ontario, including those impacted by the infrastructure corridor the Company 
recommended in it's Project Description. Much of the latter part of 2011 was dedicated to establishing appropriate dates to host 
open houses in several northwestern Ontario communities. These meetings commenced in the first quarter of 2012. Attendance 
has been very robust and Noront's staff and consultants have actively engaged the communities visited to date.  Further 
community meetings are planned during the first quarter of 2012. To date, community interest for this proposed all season road is 
very high. At the Eabametoong First Nation (EFN) open house, an MOU was signed confirming a level of co-operation between 
Noront and EFN in development of the proposed infrastructure corridor and other work on EFN traditional lands ...."  
http://www.digitaljournal.com/pr/575060 http://www.digitaljournal.com/pr/575060  
 
"Noront Resources Ltd. (TSXV:NOT) reported new nickel mineralization at the McFaulds Lake Project, in the Ring of Fire, James 
Bay Lowlands, Ontario, and provided other updates ...."  http://resourceinvestingnews.com/31021-new-nickel-mineralization-
identified

http://resourceinvestingnews.com/31021-new-nickel-mineralization-
-at-mcfaulds-lake-project.html 

 "@NorontResources #Eabametoong FN Chief Harry Papah and Noront COO @Paul_Semple sign MOU on January 19/12 | 
http://pic.twitter.com/AliVhJrL "  http://pic.twitter.com/AliVhJrL http://twitter.com/#!/NorontResources/statuses/166655021134516225 http://twitter.com/#!/NorontResources/statuses/166655021134516225

 ".... On mining, (Kenora NDP MPP Sarah) Campbell stated the province has been delaying development in the Ring of Fire, 
which is preventing new jobs from reaching northern communities.  “I’ve talked with a number of stakeholders, including First 
Nations and mining companies and the message they’re giving me is the province is delaying development,” she stated. “They’re 
telling me the province has been slow to complete environmental assessments and process paperwork and that those delays are 
becoming significant barriers to development.”  Campbell added that “The province has not held meaningful consultations with 
affected First Nations, despite clear indications that First Nations communities are willing to work with the province and mining 
companies to move development forward”.  “You can even ask the mining companies and they will tell you: the First Nations 
aren’t the problem. The province is. The province needs to come to the table and start acting in good faith, and as of right now 
they’re not doing that.” "  http://netnewsledger.com/2012/02/06/province-causing-delays-in-north-sarah-campbell-mpp http://netnewsledger.com/2012/02/06/province-causing-delays-in-north-sarah-campbell-mpp  

 "A parliamentary committee will study the massive chromite mining project in Northern Ontario, thanks to a New Democrat motion 
from Natural Resources critic and Nickel Belt MP Claude Gravelle.  "We want to hear witnesses from First Nations communities, 
from Cliffs (Natural) Resources, the communities in the region, mining and environmental organizations," Gravelle said in a 
release.  The hearings are tentatively scheduled for the natural resources committee Feb. 14 and 16 ….  Gravelle said general 
First Nations support for the (Cliffs) project, contingent on respect for treaty rights and sharing fairly in the project's economic 
development, is one of the issues that need to be studied …. "The economic opportunities with Ring of Fire are apparent for the 
north, including a refinery smelter that needs to be in the north," Gravelle said.  "We have to be sure to do this project right and 
that means proper consultations and a role for First Nations and addressing the environmental concerns."  Gravelle said it is 
important that resources extracted in the north be refined in the province and not abroad. However, Cliffs has already said it 
wants to produce and ship chromite concentrate overseas."  http://www.thesudburystar.com/ArticleDisplay.aspx?e=3461832 http://www.thesudburystar.com/ArticleDisplay.aspx?e=3461832

 "An organizationserving First Nation communities in Northern Ontario has received a $700,000 boost to help 100 Aboriginal 
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students take advantage of job opportunities in the mining industry.  Oshki-Pimache-O-Win Education and Training Institute will 
access the funding through the federal government’s Skills and Partnership Fund to provide training and work experiences in the 
mining industry to Aboriginal youth living in Northern Ontario. Known as L2M: Learning 2 Mine, the Oshki project will focus on the 
delivery of mining literacy and essential skills development.  From its Thunder Bay campus, Oshki-Pimache-O-Win works to 
increase access to, and success in, accredited post-secondary education to the people in the 49 communities of Nishnawbe Aski 
Nation and other learners.  The five-year, $210-million Skills and Partnership Fund helps Aboriginal organizations create 
partnerships with government, business and community organizations that drive change, improve skills training and create 
opportunities for First Nations, Métis and Inuit people."  http://insupportofmining.wordpress.com/2012/02/06/aboriginal-training-
gets

http://insupportofmining.wordpress.com/2012/02/06/aboriginal-training-
-federal-boost/ 

4 Feb 12 "Funding from the federal government will go a long way to ensure Aboriginal youth have the right skills needed for the mining 
industry, says the executive director of Oshki-Pimache-O-Win.  Kellie Leitch, parliamentary secretary to the Minister of Human 
Resources and Skills Development, announced funding of more than $700,000 for the Oshki-Pimache-O-Win Education and 
Training Institute on Saturday.  The funding will go toward the organization’s Learning 2 Mine project, which will provide 
Aboriginal youth with training and experience they need to work in the mining industry.  Rosie Mosquito, executive director of 
Oshki-Pimache-O-Win, said with the funding from the government they will be able to create a website for students as well as 
create three community-based courses that will be 12 weeks long …. “The world is focused on our piece of territory in the 
Nishnawbe Aski Nation,” Mosquito said. “There’s huge potential (in the Ring of Fire). We certainly like to help our young people to 
be able to seize those opportunities and those employment opportunities that are well paying not just manual labour. With this 
project, they will learn essential mining skills and basic life skills.”  Leitch said the government wanted to focus on Aboriginal skills 
development and create a strong workforce.  “These are young people interested in getting into the mining industry,” Leitch said. 
“The skills and development fund has existed with the government for some time and this program here was developed and put 
forth to our department and it was an excellent program with multiple phases. This was an opportunity for us to provide skills and 
opportunity to young Aboriginals in Northern Ontario”  …. "  http://www.tbnewswatch.com/news/187386/Mining-opportunities http://www.tbnewswatch.com/news/187386/Mining-opportunities  
 
"A Government of Canada investment will help 100 Aboriginal youth in Thunder Bay get the training and skills development they 
need to find and keep good jobs.  Dr. Kellie Leitch, Parliamentary Secretary to the Minister of Human Resources and Skills 
Development, today announced Oshki-Pimache-O-Win Education and Training Institute is receiving over $700,000 through the 
Skills and Partnership Fund for its L2M: Learning 2 Mine project.  “Our government’s top priority is job creation and economic 
growth. In a constantly evolving labour market, it’s important that Canadians get the skills and training they need to succeed,” said 
Dr. Leitch. “This is why we work with partners, such as Oshki-Pimache-O-Win Education and Training Institute, to ensure 
Aboriginal people are able to take full advantage of economic opportunities.”  The L2M: Learning 2 Mine project will provide 
training and work experiences in the mining industry to Aboriginal youth living inNorthern Ontario. This project will focus on the 
delivery of mining literacy and essential skills development to help the participants get jobs in this industry.  The Fund is part of 
the Government’s approach to help First Nations, Métis and Inuit get training and work experience to secure sustainable, 
meaningful employment. It is intended to encourage innovation in Aboriginal training-to-employment products and service 
delivery."  http://news.gc.ca/web/article-
eng.do;jsessionid=ac1b105330d83bb32eebfce849ccbcf58ebe818711a3.e38RbhaLb3qNe3aNa40?crtr.sj1D=&crtr.mnth

http://news.gc.ca/web/article-
ndVl=1&m
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thd=advSrch&crtr.dpt1D=420&nid=655189&crtr.lc1D=&crtr.tp1D=1&crtr.yrStrtVl=2008&crtr.kw=&crtr.dyStrtVl=26&crtr.aud1D=&cr
tr.mnthStrtVl=2&crtr.page=1&crtr.yrndVl=2015&crtr.dyndVl=4 or http://bit.ly/y9uDTr http://bit.ly/y9uDTr  

3 Feb 12 “Matawa First Nations say it is going ahead with its bid to have a proposal for the first mine in the Ring of Fire subject to public 
hearings.  “Yes, Matawa is still pursuing a judicial review regarding (a) request for a joint review panel environmental 
assessment,” Matawa spokesperson Jason Rasevych said Thursday in an e-mail.  In November, Matawa said it would go to 
federal court to force the federal government to hold public hearings into a Cliffs Natural Resources project, which could be in 
production by 2015 ….  Rasevych said Matawa is still waiting for a court date ….”  (Chronicle-Journal, PDF available at 
http://milnewsca.files.wordpress.com/2012/02/matawa-joint-ea-cj-3feb12.pdf or http://milnewsca.files.wordpress.com/2012/02/matawa-joint-ea-cj-3feb12.pdf http://bit.ly/zlfpRx http://bit.ly/zlfpRx ) 

 "The Chief of Marten Falls First Nation says the recently released guidelines for an environmental assessment in the Ring of Fire 
aren't enough.  The government document outlines the rules Cliffs Natural Resources will follow to demonstrate the impact of its 
planned chromite mine north of Geraldton. It also says the federal government will delegate its duty to consult with First Nations 
on the mining project to Cliffs.  Eli Moonias said he understands mining will go ahead, but wants it done right.  “I ride an aluminum 
canoe and my motor is a Mercury, it's made out of metal, and my tea pot in the morning is aluminum, so is my cup, so I'm living 
with the mining process," Moonias said. "So I can't say ‘alright let's stop everything, stop the mine, don't mine anymore.'"  “What I 
can say is, let's do it this way, let's do this long process, let's make sure we're making the right decision.”  Marten Falls is part of a 
court action to force a more thorough environmental review. It is one of the communities located closest to the development.  
Moonias said it's the Crown's duty to consult with the First Nation and to make sure the environment is protected.  “That's the 
government's job to provide that process which provides that assurance,” he said."   http://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/thunder-
bay/story/2012/02/03/tby

http://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/thunder-
-marten-falls-cliffs-enviro-assessment.html 

 "A parliamentary committee will study the massive chromite mining project in Northern Ontario, thanks to a New Democrat motion 
from Natural Resources critic and Nickel Belt MP Claude Gravelle.  "We want to hear witnesses from First Nations communities, 
from Cliffs (Natural) Resources, the communities in the region, mining and environmental organizations," Gravelle said in a 
release.  The hearings are tentatively scheduled for the natural resources committee Feb. 14 and 16.  Cliffs Natural Resources, a 
Cleveland-based company wants to open an open pit chromite mine in northwestern Ontario by 2015.  It would also build a plant 
to process the chromite and has identified a spot near Capreol as a possible location. The plant would create as many as 500 
jobs.  Gravelle general First Nations support for the project, contingent on respect for treaty rights and sharing fairly in the 
project's economic development, is one of the issues that need to be study.  The Ring of Fire is a massive 5,120-square kilometre 
area of pristine wildnerness sitting on an ore deposit some say may produce one of Canada's largest mining operations ever.  
"The economic opportunities with Ring of Fire are apparent for the north, including a refinery smelter that needs to be in the 
north," Gravelle said.  "We have to be sure to do this project right and that means proper consultations and a role for First Nations 
and addressing the environmental concerns."  Gravelle said it is important that resources extracted in the north be refined in the 
province and not abroad. However, Cliffs has already said it wants to produce and ship chromite concentrate overseas."  
http://www.thesudburystar.com/ArticleDisplay.aspx?e=3460167 http://www.thesudburystar.com/ArticleDisplay.aspx?e=3460167  
 
House of Commons Standing Committee on Natural Resources page 
http://www.parl.gc.ca/CommitteeBusiness/CommitteeMeetings.aspx?Cmte=RNNR&Language=E&Mode=1&Parl=41&Ses=1 http://www.parl.gc.ca/CommitteeBusiness/CommitteeMeetings.aspx?Cmte=RNNR&Language=E&Mode=1&Parl=41&Ses=1

 "Ontario's Ring of Fire Coordinator contends development in the burgeoning James Bay mineral exploration camps is progressing 

http://bit.ly/y9uDTr
http://milnewsca.files.wordpress.com/2012/02/matawa-joint-ea-cj-3feb12.pdf
http://bit.ly/zlfpRx
http://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/thunder-
http://www.thesudburystar.com/ArticleDisplay.aspx?e=3460167
http://www.parl.gc.ca/CommitteeBusiness/CommitteeMeetings.aspx?Cmte=RNNR&Language=E&Mode=1&Parl=41&Ses=1
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despite an MPP's assertions that Queen's Park is mismanaging provincial oversight of the region.  Christine Kaszycki was 
responding to Nipissing MPP Vic Fedeli's remarks that the Ontario government was stalling development because she admitted 
to him in a recent conversation that she had never physically visited the remote drill camps.  Fedeli called into question the 
province's commitment to the timely advancement of the emerging mining district.  Kaszycki said she has been to the Ring of Fire 
region “several times” and “had an opportunity to fly over the sites.”  Kaszycki, a trained geologist, said she has made trips into 
the communities in the vicinity of the Ring of Fire and understands all elements of the project.  “In my previous life, I have visited 
exploration camps, so I'm aware of that aspect of the operation.”  The Ring of Fire Coordinator was a provincially-appointed 
position created to advance economic opportunities in the remote mining district, 530 kilometres northeast of Thunder Bay.  
Kaszycki, a former deputy minister with the Ministry of Northern Development and Mines, was appointed to the position in 
September, 2010.  “I'm not saying it's not important (to go to the drill sites), but at the end of day we have a variety of different 
ways to ensure that we've got the right kinds of controls in place.”  Kaszycki said Ministry of Northern Development and Mines 
staff have made three trips in the last 18 months to the various company camps for site inspections and to chart the miners' 
progress.  “OGS (Ontario Geological Survey) crews have stayed in those camps last summer,” she said. “We have taken steps to 
ensure that we know what's going on and how things are being done.”  She said her Ring of Fire staff are planning an upcoming 
visit to the camps, “and hopefully I'll be able to participate.”  She expressed surprise at Fedeli's claims that the companies 
operating there are delaying their development timelines by a year, adding that the companies have been “consistent in their 
messaging” about staying on schedule.  The Ring of Fire Coordinator office consists of eight staff in Sudbury, Thunder Bay and 
Toronto."  http://www.northernontariobusiness.com/Around-the-North/120130/Been-there,-done-that,-says-Ring-of-Fire-
Coordinator.aspx

http://www.northernontariobusiness.com/Around-the-North/120130/Been-there,-done-that,-says-Ring-of-Fire-
 

 "Ring of Fire Resources Inc. is pleased to announce that it has closed off its non brokered private placement of flow-through units 
(the "FT Units") and common share units ("CS Units") following receipt of additional subscription agreements for a total of 454,545 
additional FT Units at a cost of $49,999,95, and a total of 1,900,000 additional CS Units at a cost of $209,000. No further 
subscriptions agreements will be accepted under the terms of this offering, and the closings for these subscriptions are scheduled 
to be completed by February 6, 2012 .... The Company is also pleased to announce that it has received approval of the TSX 
Venture Exchange of the Company's Memorandum of Understanding with the Mattagami and Matachewan First Nations in 
relation to exploration to be conducted on its Project 81, in the Timmins area, Northern Ontario.  Under that agreement ROF will 
contribute toward the First Nations communities in amounts based on a percentage of its exploration expenditures on the mining 
claims within their traditional lands relative to the Company’s Project 81. As previously disclosed, ROF will also issue 50,000 
common shares to each of the First Nations over a period of 18 months and issue options to purchase 50,000 common shares of 
ROF to each First Nation. The options will vest 25% on January 30, 2012, 25% on June 9, 2012, 25% on January 9, 2013, and 
25% on June 9, 2013. Each option will be exercisable for one common share of ROF at an exercise price of $0.10 per share until 
January 30, 2017.  The Memorandum of Understanding includes, among other things, terms outlining environmental protection, 
employment, training and business opportunities, and the mitigation of impacts on the traditional pursuits the members of the 
respective communities."  http://www.ringoffireresources.com/s/NewsReleases.asp?ReportID=505307&_Type=News-
Releases&_Title=Ring

http://www.ringoffireresources.com/s/NewsReleases.asp?ReportID=505307&_Type=News-
-of-Fire-Resources-Inc.-Closes-Off-Non-Brokered-Financing-and-Announces... or 

http://www.ringoffireresources.com/i/pdf/news/NR20120203.pdf http://www.ringoffireresources.com/i/pdf/news/NR20120203.pdf or http://bit.ly/A3hPjb or http://bit.ly/A3hPjb http://bit.ly/zgOcdP http://bit.ly/zgOcdP  
2 Feb 12 ".... However the move into third party management which appears to be a hamfisted reaction from the Minister, who has yet to 

http://www.northernontariobusiness.com/Around-the-North/120130/Been-there,-done-that,-says-Ring-of-Fire-
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http://bit.ly/zgOcdP
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visit to community since the crisis started, is now set to hamper the school year for all the students from Attawapiskat. It is 
interesting, the Ontario Progressive Conservatives have hammered Ontario’s Ring of Fire Co-ordinator for never having set foot in 
the Ring of Fire. Yet the federal Aboriginal Affairs Minister appears to be following the same playbook. I digress ...."  
http://netnewsledger.com/2012/02/02/the-mishandling-of-the-situation-in-attawapiskat-is-coming-home-to-roost/ http://netnewsledger.com/2012/02/02/the-mishandling-of-the-situation-in-attawapiskat-is-coming-home-to-roost/

 NAN news release:  ".... NAN communities are facing what has become an annual crisis regarding the supply of diesel fuel 
without a long term plan to address the crisis currently enabled by federal and provincial governments. For example, Independent 
Power Authorities (IPAs) in diesel dependent communities bring in roughly eight million litres of diesel fuel a year. At an annual 
estimated cost of $9-million, many IPA-dependent communities cannot afford to bring in the fuel to help power homes and 
schools. Poor winter roads make the costs of flying in the fuel even higher. NAN Chiefs will be developing an immediate strategy 
including consistent, committed funding to supply diesel fuel to their communities.  For a long term solution, NAN Chiefs expect a 
transmission system that will put all NAN communities on the power grid by 2018, with a target date of 2015 for some local 
initiatives. The power grid extension would be part of the Ontario power grid, but owned and operated by NAN regional utilities. 
Planning, construction, and eventual ownership will be in the hands of First Nations to stimulate economic growth and provide for 
business opportunities, as well as enable the development of renewable power generation within NAN communities ...."  
http://www.nan.on.ca/upload/documents/nr-feb2-2012-nanchiefs-powergrid.pdf http://www.nan.on.ca/upload/documents/nr-feb2-2012-nanchiefs-powergrid.pdf  
http://netnewsledger.com/2012/02/02/nishnawbe-aski-nation-nan-chiefs-energy-conference-wrapped-up-today/ http://netnewsledger.com/2012/02/02/nishnawbe-aski-nation-nan-chiefs-energy-conference-wrapped-up-today/  

 Nipissing MPP Vic Fedeli is concerned that the potential economic impact of the Ring of Fire mining development in Northern 
Ontario could be in jeopardy because of, “bungling and inaction within the Ministry of Northern Development and Mines.”  In 
particular, he points to the fact that Ring of Fire coordinator Dr. Christine Kaszycki admitted to him at a Jan. 27 meeting she had 
never been to the Ring of Fire site.  “She is the point person on this,” he said, “the highest ranking government official. I fail to see 
how she can understand the challenges and opportunities if she has not been there.  “As far as I’m concerned that is a serious 
hole in the supply chain for getting Ontario companies involved.”  Fedeli has not only been to the Ring of Fire but is currently 
organizing a sales mission to the area for Nipissing area manufacturers.  “I’m not a miner, but I saw the opportunities,” he said. 
“Everything has to be brought up there, from a package of crackers to diesel fuel and that means potential business for industries 
that are not critical to the mining sector, but are critical to the site.  “The only way you get that sense, that spirit, is when you stand 
there,” Fedeli said, adding that Kasycki should set up an office in the area.  However, Minister of Northern Development and 
Mines, Rick Bartolucci, disagrees with Fedeli’s insistence that Kasycki has to have been to the Ring of Fire to ensure the project 
is running its allotted course.  “Since February of 2010, there have been three major interagency visits to the Ring of Fire,” 
Bartolucci told the News. “These visits have included representation from the Ministries of Northern Development; Natural 
Resources; Labour; Environment; along with technical standards and safety officials and federally Environment Canada. They 
visited seven of the different sites up there.  “Those visits were organized by (Kaszycki),” he said. “That’s part of the coordinator’s 
job to ensure that everyone is working to maximize the potential.”  As for having an office in the Ring of Fire region, Bartolucci 
said, “there is a Ring of Fire office in Thunder Bay, located there for the strategic purpose of coordination with First Nations and 
other Ring of Fire partners.” ...."  http://www.northbaynipissing.com/2012/02/northern-mpps-at-issue-over-ring-of-fire-timeframe/ http://www.northbaynipissing.com/2012/02/northern-mpps-at-issue-over-ring-of-fire-timeframe/  

 "@NorontResources @Sarah4NWO Have you seen the pictures from the #PickleLake Open House yet? Check them out on 
Mikawaa! http://ow.ly/8QfSM #NorthernOntario"  http://ow.ly/8QfSM http://twitter.com/#!/NorontResources/statuses/165190912245379072 http://twitter.com/#!/NorontResources/statuses/165190912245379072  

 "It’s been a busy few days for Ontario’s Ring of Fire mineral zone, with plenty of political sniping to heat things up after a holiday 

http://netnewsledger.com/2012/02/02/the-mishandling-of-the-situation-in-attawapiskat-is-coming-home-to-roost/
http://www.nan.on.ca/upload/documents/nr-feb2-2012-nanchiefs-powergrid.pdf
http://netnewsledger.com/2012/02/02/nishnawbe-aski-nation-nan-chiefs-energy-conference-wrapped-up-today/
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season of relative calm.  The Ontario government is under pressure to show progress toward the development of the hugely 
promising region. Progressive Conservatives, led by Nipissing MPP Vic Fedeli, are complaining of foot-dragging on the Ring of 
Fire file. The NDP’s Gilles Bisson, meanwhile, has offered to help get things moving with some ideas on the infrastructure front. 
There seems little the government can do to speed things up, however, given the uncertainties surrounding some key elements of 
the development. First and foremost are the environmental assessments now under way for the first two Ring of Fire projects.  
Although the two studies are still chugging along, their progress has been rattled by a Matawa Tribal Council demand that the 
assessments be “bumped up” from a time-limited comprehensive study to an open-ended review panel. Matawa chiefs have 
asked the federal court to back them up. In the meantime, the chiefs, whose traditional lands host the Ring of Fire deposits, have 
withdrawn support for Ring of Fire development.  Matawa’s stand garnered support from two environmental groups, Ecojustice 
and CPAWS Wildlands League, who said a review panel would give Aboriginal communities a greater voice without the time 
constraints implied by the comprehensive study approach. It would also open the door to “concerned Canadians” who “will be 
able to participate and provide submissions in public hearings to impartial panel members.”  The whole schmozzle could add a 
year or more to the process.  Comments from federal Natural Resources Minister Joe Oliver, however, suggest the federal 
government is in no mood to agree to any changes that might slow the process. Quite the contrary.  Speaking to this week’s 
Canada Mining Innovation Council’s Signature Event 2012 in Toronto, Oliver stressed the “strategic importance” of the Ring of 
Fire.  “This area is attracting significant investment and it could make Canada a major producer of chromite and ferrochromium for 
value-added products such as stainless steel and specialized alloys,” he said.  “The region could also potentially replenish 
Canada’s dwindling reserves of nickel and copper.  For Ontario, this area is of strategic importance since it could open up the 
entire region to greater prosperity.  It has significant potential to create wealth, and provide taxes and royalties for government.  It 
creates jobs and skills development for the 31 local Aboriginal communities and leads to improvements to infrastructure.”  Oliver 
expressed hope that Ring of Fire projects would pass smoothly through the federal and provincial regulatory systems.  “But as I 
said earlier,” he said, “the track record on major projects shows real need for improvement.  “We have to wonder how many 
would-be investors have seen Canada’s regulatory process and then decided to put their money elsewhere, somewhere where 
their money could get to work a little faster.”  Canada must bring its regulatory regime up to a competitive standard, he said, or it 
will lose investment to quicker jurisdictions — such as Australia.  “We have to ensure proper and thorough environmental reviews 
of major projects, but we must put an end to unreasonable delays, delays that can jeopardize the viability of projects and harm 
our reputation as an attractive place to do business.” "  http://insupportofmining.wordpress.com/2012/02/02/ring-of-fire-draws-
political

http://insupportofmining.wordpress.com/2012/02/02/ring-of-fire-draws-
-heat/  

1 Feb 12 "Cliffs Natural Resources Inc. announces that on December 28, 2011 its subsidiary, Cliffs Greene B.V., acquired ownership, by 
way of special dividend-in-kind from KWG Resources Inc., of 6,703,994 common shares of Debut Diamonds Inc., or 13.22% of 
Debut Diamonds' common shares outstanding. Pursuant to the special dividend-in-kind, for each 100 KWG shares held by Cliffs 
Greene, Cliffs Greene received six common shares of Debut Diamonds. Subject to restrictions under applicable law, Cliffs Greene 
may in the future acquire or dispose of additional securities of Debut Diamonds depending on factors such as the business and 
prospects of Debut Diamonds and future market conditions ...."  http://www.newswire.ca/en/story/914619/cliffs-natural-resources-
inc

http://www.newswire.ca/en/story/914619/cliffs-natural-resources-
-s-subsidiary-cliffs-greene-b-v-announces-acquisition-of-common-shares-of-debut-diamonds-inc-as-a-result-of-receipt-of-spe 
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